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I: 杂项专场， 12 月 28 日下午 6 时开拍

001
19 世紀 酸枝雲石三座椅

A MARBLE INL AID SUANZHI WOOD
CARVED SOFA
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Three seat Suanzhi Wood Carved sofa with
marble-inlaid back. 165cmx50.5cmx110cm
起拍：$500

003
19 世紀 酸枝太
師椅

A S UA N Z H I
GRAND MASTER
CHAIR,19TH C.
估价：$200 - $400
62.5cmx47.5cm
x97cm
起拍：$100

002
清 榆木圈椅一對

TWO SPRINDLEBACK ARMCHAIRS WITH TABLE, LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
56cmx46cmx99cm
起拍：$300

004
19 世紀 酸枝套幾

A GROUP OF SUANZHI NESTED TABLES, 19TH C.
估价：$200 - $400
62.5cmx47.5cmx97cm
起拍：$100

005
20 世紀 硬木銀絲紋套幾

A GROUP OF SILVER INLAID HARDWOOD NESTED TABLES
估价：$100 - $200
62.5cmx47.5cmx97cm
起拍：$50
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008
晚清 酸枝梳粧檯

006
民國 酸枝長案

A SUANZHI ALTAR TABLE REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$1000 - $1500
A Suanzhi altar table, 141cmx41cmx80cm

S U A N Z H I W O O D
DRESSING TABLE, L ATE
QING
估价：$1000 - $1500
An oval shape mirror
s u r m o u n te d w i t h f l o r a l
openwork motif set in
between two storage
towers of a cabinet with
"double happiness"
carving door, shelves and
a small pull out drawer,
s u r m o u n te d w i t h b e a s t
carvings on the top, four
pull out drawers of two
sizes beneath the dressing
table. L:61.23cm, W:123
cm, H:170cm

起拍：$500
起拍：$500

007
民國 酸枝傢俱四件

A SET OF FOUR PIECES
SUANZHI FURNITURE
REPUBLIC
估价：$2,500 - $4,000
The set of stone inlaid wood
furniture comprising a pair
of chairs and a sofa with
elaborated car ved backrest,
with cushions; a console table
with two levels. Pair of chairs:
L:47.5cm, W:53cm, H:102.5cm;
Sofa:L:64cm, W:165cm,
H :1 2 8 c m ; C o n s o l e t a b l e :
L:37cm, W:49.5cm, H:86.5cm
起拍：$1,200

010
20 世紀中期 紅木花幾
一對

009
硬木長案

HARDWOOD ALTAR TABLE
估价：$400 - $600
The single panel floating top and frame of attractively grained
wood, over an associated base with openwork spandrel
aprons and legs joined by a panel with fan shape cutout on
either side. L:43cm, W:53.5cm, H:92cm
起拍：$200
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PA I R O F RO S E W O O D
PL ANT STANDS, MID
20TH C.
估价：$400 - $600
Each of a square form
top, the side carved with
bamboo patterns, four
legs connected with
a stretcher. L: 39cm W:
39cm H: 122cm
起拍：$200

011
民國酸枝梳背椅

A SUANZHI WOOD BENCH, REPUBLIC P
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
W:104xD46.5xH90.5 cm
起拍：$500

013
19 世紀 酸枝高低幾架

A SUANZHI WOOD STAND, 19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
W:77xH:66x D:44cm
起拍：$300

012
硬木圓桌，四凳套組

A SET OF HARDWOOD ROUND TABLE & 4 CHAIRS
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Table D:90 x H:78cm Chair H:94cm
起拍：$500

014
清 榆木靠背椅對

A PAIR OF ELMWOOD CHAIRS, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
W:49 x H: 93 x D:40cm
起拍：$300

015
建國時期 硬木雲石太師椅對連幾

A SET OF MARBLE INLAID GRAND MASTER
CHAIRS & TABLE
估价：$500 - $800
Chair: H99xW64xD67cm
Table: H75xD56xW36cm
起拍：$300
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016
19 世紀 老木架一組 3 件

A SET OF THREE WOOD STANDS, 19TH C
估价：$300 - $500
L:25cm
起拍：$200

017
晚清 硬木文盤

A HARDWOOD SCHOLAR PLATE LATE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
41.5cm x 32.5cm
起拍：$300

019
清 竹雕人物筆
筒

018
老紅木底座一組九個

A CHINESE
BAMBOO
CARVED FIGURE
BRUSHPOT,
QING
估价：$300 - $500
A Bamboo brush
pot, carved with
figures on a boat
traveling in the
landscape. H:
11.8cm, W: 7.8cm
起拍：$100

A GROUP OF OLD HONGMU STANDS NINE PIECES
估价：$300 - $500
起拍：$200

020
晚清 文房兩件

TWO SCHOLAR
ARTICLES, LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
This group consists of
one tea dust glazed
cover box and a famille
rose aromatherapy
block. L: 13.5cm
起拍：$300
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LOT022-LOT069: 滿地可日裔
井上源二郎家族遺產

022
歐洲古劍

021
清 白瓷弦紋爐

A WHITE GLAZED TRIPOD CENSER
估价：$500 - $800
A censer of squat bomb form, the body encircled
with sectioned Xuanwen pattern. H:6cm
起拍：$200

AN EUROPEAN IMPERIAL SWORD
估价：$300 - $500
An European style imperial sword, L:104cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

024
清中期 刻紋銅爐 大明宣德年制款

023
日本武士刀

A BRONZE INCISED INCENSE BURNER XUANDE MK MID
QING
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
The compressed body rising from a short foot to a tapering
rim, the body carved with dragons amongst swirl clouds.
A six character Xuande mark to the underside. H:6.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

A JAPANESE IMPERIAL SWORD
估价：$300 - $500
A Japanese style imerial sword, L:108cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

起拍：$500

025
清 雙羊青玉擺件 帶座

A CELADON JADE CARVED DOUBLE GOATS QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A pair of goats carved from a celadon jade with russet
lumps, one larger than the other. With a branch of
Ganoderma on their mouth. Both in a prone position
facing each other. H: 4.2cm x W: 7.6cm Provenance:
Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300
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027
19 世紀 白玉龍鉤開信刀

026
清 白玉雙歡擺件 連盒

A WHITE JADE CARVED DOUBLE CATS QING
估价：$500 - $800
The two cats carved in a recumbent pose, each
with a full rounded body curling towards the
other. 4.5 x 3.3cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

A WHITE JADE BELT HOOK LETTER OPENER 19TH C
估价：$300 - $500
The terminal as a dragon head, the reverse carved with a round tab for
attachment, the stone of an even celadon tone. L:19.5cm Provenance:
Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

028
民國 白玉和合二仙腰牌

A J A D E I M M O R TA L S PA I Z I
REPUBLIC PFAIRY QING
估价：$400 - $700
A white jade waist ornament
incised with chrysanthemum on
the front and two elderly picking
flowers at the back. D:5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro
Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺
產
起拍：$200

029
清 白玉飛天掛件

A WHITE JADE CARVED FLYING FAIRY QING
估价：$400 - $700
A white jade car ved fair y holding a lotus
flower. 6.6 x 4cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

030
晚清 翡翠扳指兩個 連盒

TWO JADEITE ARCHER'S RINGS LATE QING 估价：
$400 - $700
The first of a apple green jadeite; the second of a
white jade. D:3.4cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200
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031
清 白玉童子戲貓掛件 連盒

A WHITE JADE BOY AND CAT TOGGLE QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Carved as a smiling boy dressed in a robe petting a cat, the stone
of an even white tone with russet inclusions at the back. 5 x 2.3cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

032
19 世紀 青白玉一組四件

A GROUP OF FOUR CELADON JADE ARTICLES 19TH C, QING
估价：$500 - $800
A group of celadon jade accessories including two archer's
rings, a belt hook and a cassock ring. 8cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

035
高古玉杖首 連盒

033
清 白玉雕福字牌 連盒

A WHITE JADE CARVED FU
CHARACTER PLAQUE QING
估价：$200 - $400
Reticulated with the character fu
(fortune).4.6x 6 cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro
Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺
產
起拍：$100

034
19th 青白玉雙鳳牌

A GROUP OF FOUR CELADON JADE ARTICLES
19TH C, QING
估价：$200 - $400
Depicting a phoenix with pine tree and the sun
on both side. 8.7 x 4.4cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

A CHINESE JADE PHOENIX CANE
HANDLE
估价：$300 - $500
A jade cane handle carved in the form
of a phoenix's head.6.9 x 4.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

起拍：$100

036
清 白玉松鼠葡萄掛件 連盒

A WHITE JADE CARVED GRAPE AND SQUAIREL,
QING
估价：$500 - $800
A jade cane handle car ved in the form of a
phoenix's head.6.9 x 4.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

037
清 白玉雕福字牌 連盒

A SILVER ENAMELED BOX, 19TH C
估价：$200 - $400
A silver enameled box. Overall in a compressed egg shape, decorated
with agates, enameled phoenix, and clouds. Embellished with a piece of
agate bead on the cover. H: 7cm x D: 9cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$100
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038
19 世紀 首飾一組

A SET OF JEWELRY, 19TH C
估价：$200 - $400
A set of 10 pieces of jewelry
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$100

039
清 白玉鵝 連座

A CHINESE JADE CARVED GOOSE W/STAND
估价：$300 - $500
A Chinese brown and white jade goose flowers, with
stand. L:5.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

041
清 青白玉金魚連座

A CHINESE JADE CARVED
FISH W/STAND
估价：$300 - $500
A Chinese celadon jade
carved fish and ripple, with
stand. L:4.9cm
Provenance: Estate of
Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎
家族遺產
起拍：$200

040
玉雕苦瓜 連座

A CHINESE JADE CARVED CHAYOTE
W/STAND
估价：$300 - $500
A Chinese celadon jade car ved
c h a yo te w i t h l e a f, w i t h s t a n d .
L:4.9cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200
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042
清 碧玉雕雙馬紋鼻煙壺

A JA S P E R JA D E ' T W O H O R S E S '
SNUFF BOTTLE, QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The jasper jade snuff bottle has a red
agate stopper, small bone spoon, a
slightly incised bottom, and an ovalshaped body carved with two horses
on both sides. H. 6.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$500

044
清 青玉方形吉祥紋樣鼻煙壺

A CELADON JADE RECTANGULAR
SNUFF BOTTLE, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
The flattened and 90 degree sharpedged rectangular body with red
agate stopper, metal spoon, straight
neck and retangular foot ring,
well hollowed, carved traditional
auspicious motifs - an old man
('Longevity'), a phoenix ('Glory'), and
a bat ('Fu'/'Good Fortune') - on one
side. 3*3.7*7.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

043
瑪瑙鼻煙壺 2 個

TWO AGATE SNUFF BOTTLES
估价：$300 - $500
The smaller agate snuff bottle has a dropshaped body and a white jade stopper (spoon
lost) (H. 5.8cm); the bigger one of a rounded
rectangular form, has a stopper of the same
material and a bone spoon (H. 6.1cm)
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

045
清 雕花水晶、瑪瑙鼻煙壺 2 個

TWO INSCRIBED CRYSTAL, AGATE SNUFF BOTTLES, QING
估价：$500 - $800
The crystal snuff bottle of a regular bottle shape carved a five-petal lotus on each of the
upper and lower layers, well hollowed, lost stopper and spoon, H. 6cm. The agate snuff
bottle of a rounded rectangular form carved a crab on each face and two beast mask
handles suspending fixed rings on two sides, well hollowed, lost stopper, H. 5.8cm.
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

046
清 青玉蒼龍白虎二靈紋鼻煙壺

A CELADON JADE 'DRAGON AND TIGER'
SNUFF BOTTLE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
The rounded rectangular body with pink agate
stopper and spoon, straight neck, slightly
incised bottom, and carved a dragon and a tiger
on each main side. Dragon and tiger are two of
the 'Four Symbols' of China, the 'Azure Dragon'
and the 'White Tiger' respectively represent the
East and West. H. 8.8cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$1,000

047
明 鐵坐佛 （有損）

AN INSCRIBED IRON BUDDHA STATUE,
MING
估价：$500 - $800
The buddha is casted in a seating
position on a four-legged stand/seat, a
five-character inscription casted on the
left front leg, lost the right front leg. H.
25.8cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300
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049
晚清 納紗盤金繡袍
048
晚清 繡畫兩對

TWO EMBROIDERY PIECES
估价：$300 - $500
Two embroidery pieces decorated with pheasants,
34.5cmx91cm, 34cm x 93cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

NASHA GOLDEN EMBROIDERED ROBE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A beautiful Nasha golden embroidered robe L:167cm(approx.),
contact auction house for more details
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

051
晚清 補子 3 個

起拍：$200

THREE CHINESE EMBROIDERED
SILK MANDARIN BADGES, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Three Chinese embroidered silk
Mandarin badges, 26.5cm x 26.5 cm
x3
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

050
晚清 日本刺繡羽織

AN EMBROIDERED TRADITIONAL JAPANESE
JACKET
估价：$600 - $1,000
The Haori is a traditional Japanese hip- or thighlength jacket worn over Kimono. The inteior
embroidered traditional Chinese 'dragon' and
'cloud' motifs, showing culrural exchange between
China and Japan. Edo Period. Size:91x56cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

052
晚清 黃桌披

A YELLOW TABLE CLOTH
估价：$500 - $800
An embroidery yellow ground table cloth decorated with
floral pattern, 98cmx100cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300
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053
晚清 刺繡掛畫
（大）

A LARGE
EMBROIDERY
HANGING PIECE
估价：$300 - $500
A large
embroidery
haning piece with
decoration of
megpies standing
on tree branches,
141cmx187cm
Provenance:
Estate of Genjiro
Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔
井上源二郎家族遺
產
起拍：$200

054
晚清 錦織、盤絲龍繡

THREE EMBROIDERY PIECES
估价：$200 - $400
Three embroidery pieces, 63cmx35.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$100

056
青花番蓮紋小盤 大清光緒年制款， 明 青花番蓮紋碗

A BLUE AND WHITE GUANGXU MARK SMALL DISH, A BLUE AND
WHITE BOWL
估价：$200 - $400
Both decorated with flowers. The dish has a six-character 'Da Qing Guan
Xu Nian Zhi' mark on the base in underglaze blue. Dish - diameter:
17cm; bowl - diameter: 14.7cm, height: 7.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產

055
19 世紀 銀鎏金累絲燒琺瑯宮燈

A SILVER GILT CLOISONNE ENAMEL LANTERN, 19TH C.
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
The silver gilt filigreed lantern enriched some details with Cloisonne enamel
decorations, the cover and base mounted with ten phoenixes in variety of
sizes and details. Max height (with cover): 37cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$700
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057
18 世紀 蚰耳大銅爐

A LARGE BRONZE CENSER, 18TH C
估价：$20,000 - $30,000
The compressed globular body flanked
with a pair of C-shape handles, rising
from a short spreading foot to an
everted rim, the underside casted a
six-character Xuande mark within a
rectangular. Rim diam. 23.8cm, H.10cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$10,000

058
19 世紀 翡翠一組連盒

A GROUP OF NINE JADEITE ORNAMENTS AND BOX, 19TH C
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Compring nine small jadeite ornaments, respectively in forms
of - a pair of lions, a small box with silver base and cover, a
pumpkin box, a water bird on a lotus leaf, a bunch of grapes,
lotus leaves, a small pot carved with trees and rabbit, and a
cluster of flowers, eight of them have small wooden stands.
Various sizes, heights range from 2-4cm; box size: 37*18*7.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$1,400

060
康熙仿成化人物故事碗

059
清康熙 藍釉開光人物故事罐

A BLUE GLAZED JAR, QING
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Of well potted bulbous ovoid form, the
body with two large shaped panels of
scholarly emblems, reversed with two
figures standing on the bridge. H:22cm
without cover
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$1,000
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A BLUE AND WHITE BOWL CHENGHUA
MARK, KANGXI
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The deep rounded body rising from a short
ring foot to a widely flared rim; painted
around the exterior with the scenes of
'children playing' and 'beauties playing
Guqin', the interior with a 'childrenplaying'
medallion, a band of 'Babao' pattern
encircled the outside of the rim; the base
inscribed with an apocryphal six-character
Chenghua mark in underglaze blue. Diam.
16.3cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$500

061
唐以前 錢範

ARCHAIC BRONZE CURRENCY
MOULD, BEFORE TANG
估价：$400 - $600
L:9.1cm W:7.6cm H:0.8cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$200

063
明代 龍泉雙環耳瓶

A LONGQUAN-TYPE
TEADUST-GLAZED HANDLED
VASE, MING
估价：$200 - $400
A globular body rising from a
short ring foot to a trumpet
neck flanked by a pair of fixed
ring handles. H. 21cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro
Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家
族遺產
起拍：$100

062
19 世紀 回紋三足銅爐

A BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER WITH ARABIC
CHARACTERS, 19TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
Casted Arabic characters on both sides of the globular
body, three conical feet, waisted neck and flared rim
and set with a pair of loop handles; the base with an
apocryphal six-character Xuande mark within a recessed
panel. Diam:10.5cm, H:6.5cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

065
18 世紀 豆青釉罐對連蓋

064
硬木提盒

A THREE TIERED WOODEN BOX.
估价：$500 - $800
Of comprising a cover above three stacked trays, all
supported on a base frame set with a humpbacked
handle and openwork spandrels. 26*20*35cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

A PAIR OF PEA-GREEN GLAZED JARS AND WOOD COVERS, 18THC
估价：$500 - $800
The jars of ovoid shape, covered overall with pea-green glaze with
light-grey crackles, no glaze on the foot and mouth rims. Height with
cover: 25.5cm Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

066
雍正 歲寒三友紋青花罐

A BLUE AND WHITE JAR, YONGZHENG PERIOD
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Delicately painted in underglaze blue with a large lofty pine, a blossoming prunus
and tall arching shoots of bamboo stemming from jagged rocks, forming the 'Three
Friends of Winter' pattern. H. 21cm
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$500
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068
明 青銅簋式爐

AN ARCHAISTIC
BRONZE 'GUI'FORM CENSER,
MING
估价：$500 - $800
Cast in the form of
an archaic bronze
ritual vessel
'Gui', the censer
is decorated on
either side with
an animal head
centered on a
decorated band,
and a 'leiwen' band
encircling the foot;
two C-shaped
'dragon spit water'
handles. H. 7.8cm
Provenance: Estate
of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井
上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

067
紅釉盤 ‘大清同治年制 ' 款

A GLAZE DISH 'TONGZHI' SEAL MARK, QING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
The dish has rounded sides that rise to a slightly everted
rim, and is covered overall with red glaze until the edge of
the foot; six-character seal mark - 'Da Qing Tong Zhi Nian
Zhi' (made in Tongzhi Period 1862-1875)
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$600

069
清 白玉葫蘆形鼻煙壺

A WHITE JADE 'DOUBLE GOURD'
SNUFF BOTTLE, QING DYN
估价：$600 - $1,000
The snuff bottle is in the shape
of double-gourd, with pink stone
stopper, small wood spoon, wide
flared rim, and a red marker at the
bottom of the flat foot ring, well
hollowed and polished. H. 6.5cm,
bottom diam. 1.5cm.
Provenance: Estate of Genjiro Inoue
Family.
來源 : 滿地可日裔井上源二郎家族遺產
起拍：$300

070
明以前 吉州窑玳瑁釉剪紙貼花鳳盌

A CHINESE JIZHOU
估价：$600 - $1,000
The sloping walls resting on a tapering foot ring, the interior
decorated with papercut phoenix and prunus.D:11.4 cm H:6.6cm
起拍：$300

071
何長清款 人物雕金木挂屏

A CHINESE GILT CARVED
HANGING PLAQUE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A gilt openwork wood hanging
plaque intricately carved with
figures, attaches on a solid wood
panel, gilt panel only. 65.5x44x7cm
起拍：$300

072
德化白瓷觀音像

A BLANC DE CHINE GUANYIN FIGURE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Figure Guanyin sitting on a wood stood cross-legged, with a book placed by his righthand side. The figure is dressed in long flowing robes opening at the chest to reveal a
beaded necklace. H: 27cm
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起拍：$1,000

074
粉彩雲龍紋大盤 大清嘉慶年制款

073
青花加彩大梅瓶 大清雍正年制
款

A FAMILLE-ROSE BLUE & WHITE
MEIPING YONGZHENG MARK
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The tapering body rising to curved
shoulders and surmounted by
a waisted neck, painted to the
exterior underglazed blue-and-white
and overglazed famille-rose with
motifs of peach trees and shoots
of bamboo stemming from jagged
rocks. H. 36cm
起拍：$1,400

A LARGE FAMILLE-ROSE DISH, JIAQING MK,
QING
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
The interior decorated with a frontal-faced red
five-clawed dragon in the center and encircled by
four multi-colored sinuous five-clawed dragons
and multi-colored clouds; the wide flared rim
painted with gilt glaze; the exterior decorated
with three flowers; the base with a six-character
reign mark in underglaze red. Diam: 37.3cm
起拍：$1,000

075
20 世紀初期 墨玉仿古蓋杯連座

A BLACK JADE ARCHAISTIC CUP W/
STAND, EARLY 20THC
估价：$500 - $800
The jade cup carved in an archaistic
form of the bronze ware but artistically
transformed into a diamond/rhombus
shape, four phoenixes carved on
the body and flanked with a pair of
animal head handles with loose rings,
stepped ring foot; the cover presented
a coherent decorative pattern with the
body. H:12.2cm W:19cm
起拍：$300

077
清 盤絲繡袍

AN EMBROIDERED ROBE, QING
DYNASTY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The robe embroidered with 'dragon',
'figures', and 'pagoda' motifs/
patterns. 134cmx191cm
起拍：$500

076
清 銀鎏金鑲玉寶石首飾盒

A SILVER-GILT GEMS AND JADE
INLAY BOX, QING DYNAST
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The silver-gilt oval body
decorated with inlaying colorful
gems and white jade, casted
'flowers' and 'pomegranate'
encompassing the body. H:9cm
D:15.4cm

078
嵌玉硬木方盒

A JADE INSERT WOOD BOX
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
A hardwood jewellery box with
two cadelon jade plaques
emboided on top. One with
crane and lotus. Second with
mythological pattern. H:8cm
W:18.5cm
起拍：$3,000

起拍：$500
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079
清 青白玉手鐲一對

A PAIR OF PALE CELADON JADE
BRACELETS, QING
估价：$300 - $500
Smoothly polished. Outer Diameter: 7.85cm,
inner diameter: 5.7cm
起拍：$200

081
明 玉蓮蓬蟾蜍蜻蜓手把件
080
清 三足沖天耳銅爐連蓋 大明宣德款

A BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER AND COVER,
QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The compressed globular body rising from
three short tapering feet to a slightly
everted rim, flanked by a pair of upright
loop handles, the base carved a sixcharacter Xuande mark, the domed wood
cover pierced carved a flower pattern and
surmounted by a white jade boy carrying
a Lingzhi. Height with cover: 10.5cm
起拍：$500

JADE 'LOTUS SEED POD'
ORNAMENT, MING
估价：$300 - $500
The jade ornament carved with
two lotus pods, each with seven
seeds on the surfaces which mean
'more children/Duo Zi', and carved
with a toad and a dragonfly on
the side. The plant and animals
collectively present a harmonious
aesthetics between static and
dynamic. Max. L: 5.8cm, max. W:
4.5cm
起拍：$200

083
清 白玉子剛牌

AN INSCRIBED WHITE JADE
'ZIGANG' PENDANT, QING
估价：$300 - $500
A rounded rectangular white jade
pendant/plaque, with oval-framed
panel below and modified flowers,
birds and rock on one face,
inscribed characters 'Fu' (good
fortune) and 'Shou' (longevity) on
the other. 6.5x4x0.85cm
起拍：$200

082
影青戲嬰紋梅瓶

A CELADON MEI VASE
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A Mei vase, decorated with floral pattern and
children, applied overall with a light celadon
glaze mix with a network of crackles, H:
33cm
起拍：$700

084
清 青玉帶鉤、白玉靈芝擺件 2 件

A JADE BELT HOOK & A JADE 'LINGZHI'
估价：$300 - $500
The celadon jade belt hook carved with a unique strip-curved body and the
hook part rendered as a dragon head, with an oval button on the underside
(Length: 11cm); the white Jade ornament carved in the shape of Lingzhi
mushroom?(Diameter: approx. 4cm)
起拍：$200
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085
清 青玉扳指、白玉翎管 2 件

A JADE THUMB RING & QUILL TUBE 'LINGGUAN', QING
估价：$300 - $500
The celadon jade thumb/archer's ring and the white and russet jade quilltube (ling guan), each has a flattened face with red jade skin. Ring's
Diam.3.2cm, H. 2.5cm; quill tube's length: 6cm, tube's inner diameter:0.7cm.
起拍：$200

087
18 世紀 雙龍耳帶蓋銅爐

A BRONZE DRAGON-HANDLED
CENSER W/ COVER, 18THC
估价：$500 - $800
The compressed glaobular body
casted a beast mask on the
key-fret ground on each side,
supported on three cabriole legs,
two dragon-formed handles; the
cover casted and pierced with a
lotus band and a mythical beast
standing on the top; casted a sixcharacter mark - 'Da Ming Xuan
De Nian Zhi' on the base. Height
with cover: 22.5cm

086
清 白玉墨床

A WHITE JADE INK REST, QING
估价：$300 - $500
The rectangular wood ink rest with the
ends asymmetrically rolled under; the top
insert with a white jade in the form of a
plaque, pireced and carved in openwork
with classic Chinese auspicious symbols 'Shuangxi'/'Double Happiness', 'Fu'/'Bats',
and flowers, all are framed within scrolling
clouds. 12*7.5*2.5cm (plaque: 7.8*6.25cm)
起拍：$200

起拍：$300

088
民國 竹筒雕笑佛

A CARVED BAMBOO
SHOOT BUDDHA,
REPUBLIC PERIOD
估价：$500 - $800
The laughing buddha
is carved with a whole
bamboo shoot, the
buddha presented in a
seated position holding
a big bag in his right
hand, utilising the natural
texture of the bamboo
shoot to depict the robe
of the buddha. H:25cm,
max. bottom diam:15.2cm.

089
明代 哥窯板沿洗

A GE-TYPE LOBED WASHER, MING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A rare Ge-type brush washer with very widely flared rim,
straight body, and short ring foot, covered overall with
brown-yellow glaze suffused with a matrix of crackles.
Diam. 15cm, H. 5.3cm
起拍：$500

起拍：$300

090
明 哥窯乳白釉三足爐

A GE-TYPE CREAM-GLAZED TRIPOD CENSER, MING
估价：$500 - $800
The globular body supported on three short tapering legs, rising to a wide flared rim,
covered overall in cream glaze suffused with a network of grey crackle. H: 5.85cm
起拍：$300
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093
唐 鉛製馬形飾兩件

091
湖田窯青釉小罐

A SMALL HUTIAN CELADON
JAR
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A small Huitian Jar, overall
painted with light celadon
glaze, H: 8.5cm
起拍：$500

092
清 開光人物故事魚缸

A CHINESE ENAMELLED FISH BOWL,
QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A famille verte fish bowl painted with
ladies against a green ground. H:19cm
D:24cm
起拍：$300

TWO CHINESE LEAD HORSE-FORM PLAQUES,
TANG
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
One showing a striding horse, the other a horse
lying on its back, each framed. H:2.46 x 2.85 cm
起拍：$500

095
礬紅描金開光雙耳
賞瓶 洪憲年制

AN IRON RED GILT
FIGURES VASE
HONGXIAN MARK
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Raising from a splayed
foot rim, connected
to an ovoid body,
continuing to a
waisted neck, and
gently spread rim.
The neck flanked with
two scroll ears. The
exterior is covered
by iron red glaze
with sophisticated
glit trace. Drawings
on body and neck
depicted the themes
of landscape and
figures, four character
HongXian mark at the
base, H: 33.3 cm
起拍：$1,500

094
明以前 青銅銘文編鐘（含木質鐘架）

A BRONZE CHIME BELL W/STAND, BEFORE
MING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Heavily cast. The bronze chime bell (Bianzhong)
is hanging on a wooden stand. The stand in the
shape of 'two dragons play ball'; the bronze bell
is hanging by a bat-shaped hook and with six
inscribed characters on each side of the body.
Height with stand: 40cm, bell height: 22.5cm, bell
weight: 1317g.
起拍：$1,400
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096
雲石插屏

A MARBLE 'DREAM
STONE' SCREEN W/
HARDWOOD STAND
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The rectangular stone
plaque with brownyellow natural textures
resembling a forested
mountain range, signed
by the artist with a red
seal mark; with a carved
wood openwork stand.
Overall height: 62cm;
panel: 35*45cm
起拍：$500

097
曾龍升（1901-1964）制 弘一法師半身瓷塑
A PORCELAIN BUST OF A MAN, ZENG
LONGSHENG FACTORY
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
The bust painted in a realistic palette and partly
glazed, impressed eight-character mark. H. 18cm
起拍：$2,000

098
清道光 粉彩山水人
物雙耳瓶 錫慶堂制

A FAMILLE ROSE
VASE W/XI QING
TANG ZHI MK, QING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
Depicted 'landscape'
and 'figures' on the
rounded body, long
and straight neck
decorated with 'lotus'
and 'shou (longevity)'
motifs on pink
background, two small
handles on the neck,
garlic-head mouth, the
inside of the ring foot
covered with peacockgreen glaze and a red
four-charchater mark
- 'Xi Qing Tang Zhi'.
H.36cm
起拍：$600

099
黃地粉彩番蓮紋壽字大盤 大清道光年制款

A LARGE FAMILLE ROSE DISH, DAOGUANG MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The shallow rounded sides rising from a short tapering ring
foot to a gold gilt rim, brightly enamelled to the interior with
a yellow-glazed ground with four round 'treasures'-filled open
panels, decorated with 'flowers' alongside and a big 'Shou'
character medallion in the center; 'flowers' patterns enclosed
the exterior. The base inscribed a six-character Daogung seal
mark in underglaze red. Diam:34cm
起拍：$500

100
珊瑚雕鳳凰鼻煙壺連座

A CARVED CORAL PHOENIX SNUFF BOTTLE WITH STAND
估价：$500 - $800
A carved coral phoenix carring a snuff bottle in the form of a well-detailed vase with a pair of
loose ring handles, cover, and a small spoon. Height without stand: 6.3cm
起拍：$300
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101
仙人騎鳳綠釉鎮瓦獸

A GREEN GLAZED CERAMIC STATUS, ROOF
DECORATION
估价：$300 - $500
Green-glazed overall, very heavy. 'A man
riding a phoenix' is the first one of the
queue of the decorative roof-figures of the
traditional Chinese architectures. H. 22.5cm
起拍：$200

102
孔雀藍釉陶沖天耳香爐，龍紋雙耳瓶一對

A POTTERY CENSER AND A PAIR OF VASES
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The censer and two vases all covered exterior with turquoise glaze, decorated
with 'flowers', 'dragon' motifs; the vases with wooden stands. Vase: Height with
stands 24.8, 24.5cm; censer: H. 17.7cm
起拍：$500

103
清中期 青花人物碗

A BLUE AND WHITE BOWL
估价：$500 - $800
The flaring side rising from a straight ring foot to a widely flared
rim, painted the exterior with figures of scholars and bat, interior
with a lanscape-filled medallion in the center and a band of flowers
patterns encircling the rim. Diam. 20.2cm
起拍：$300

104
漢代 綠釉陶豬

GREEN-GLAZED POTTERY FIGURE OF
PIG,HAN DYNASTY
估价：$600 - $1,000
A green-glazed pottery figure of a standing
boar/pig. L. 15.4cm From the John HOLMES
collection exhibited at the O.S.S. Exhibition of
Chinese Ceramic Figures in 1947.
From the John HOLMES collection exhibited
at the O.S.S. Exhibition of Chinese Ceramic
Figures in 1947. Previous Collection of H.H.
Pao
鮑恒發先生舊藏
起拍：$300
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105
19 世紀 豆青釉貫耳瓶 大
清雍正年制款（底有一洞）
A LONGQUANTYPE CELADON VASE
YONGZHENG MARK
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
The pear-shaped body of
an archaic bronze form and
flanked by a pair of tubular
handles on the waisted
neck, covered overall in a
light green glaze, the base
inscribed with an apocryphal
six-character Yongzheng seal
mark in underglaze blue,
drilled an hole at the base,
hairline. H. 28.5cm
起拍：$500

107
19TH 粉彩開光花卉盤 大清
乾隆年制款

FAMILLE ROSE FLORAL PLATE,
QIANLONG PERIOD
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose plate painted with
a profound flower patterns, six
character Qianlong mark at the
base. D: 20cm
起拍：$300

106
銅筆架山子

A BRONZE 'MOUNTAIN"
BRUSHSTAND W/STAND
估价：$600 - $1,000
In the form of a heaped
rough stones/rocks,
detachable from stand. H.
7.5cm
起拍：$300

108
19 世紀 ‘乾隆年制 ' 款 紅釉天球瓶

A COPPER-RED GLAZED VASE W/ 'QIANLONG'
MK,19THC
估价：$600 - $1,000
The globular body rising to a tall and straight neck,
applied to the exterrior with a red glaze tranferriing to
a white tone at the rim and pulling to a deeper color
around the foot, the base covered with creamy-colored
crackled galze and has four-character seal mark - 'Qian
Long Nian Zhi' in underglaze blue. H:34.3cm
起拍：$300

109
清 鎏金銀盒 連盒

A GILT SILVER BOX
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
A sophisticated gilt silver box, of shallow oval shape. The cover is
decorated in lotus patterns. Body decorated with four alternating
gilt panels of beasts symbolized auspicious, surrounded by
flowers; continuing on a foot rim carved with a hollow dragon
and flowers. D:15.5cm H:7.5cm
起拍：$1,400

110
清 銅鑲玉如意

A BRONZE INLAY HETIAN JADE GILT RUYI
SCEPTRE,QING
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
A gilt bronze sceptre, inlaid with a white jade
plaque, L:42.5cm
起拍：$2,400
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111
19 世紀 鏤空玉雕香
囊 連盒

112
18 世紀 藍釉雞心罐

A BLUE-GLAZED JIXIN
JAR, 18TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
A drop/heart-shaped
body is covered overall
with beautiful blue glaze.
H:10cm

A RETICULATED JADE
PERFUME POUCH
19TH C
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A reticulated jade
perfume pouch in white
tone, 5.7cmx5.8cm

起拍：$300

起拍：$1,000

113
霽藍釉象耳銜環琮式瓶對 大清道光
年制

A PAIR OF BLUE GLAZED SQUARE
VASES, DAOGUANG MARK
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Of archaic cong form supported on a
straight foot and surmounted by a short
circular neck, the rectangular body
molded on opposite sides with elephanthead handles suspending fixed rings,
covered overall in a rich blue glaze.The
base with a six-character Daoguang mark.
H: 30cm
起拍：$2,400

114
清 龍泉水洗 連座

A LONGQUAN BRUSH WASHER, W/ STAND,
QING
估价：$800 - $1,500
Of shallow cylindrical form, rising from a flat
base to a inverted rim. comes with a fitted wood
stand. D: 21.5cm
起拍：$400
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115
清 剔紅象耳瓶一對

A PAIR OF CHINESE CINNABAR LACQUER CARVED VASES, QING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The pear-shaped body rising from a splaying foot, to a waisted rim, flanked with a pair of
elephant-shaped handles. Carved with scholars in a landscape scene in high relief. H: 31.5cm
起拍：$1,400

117
青花龍鳳碗 雍正年制款

A BLUE & WHITE DRAGON & PHOENIX
BOWL YONGZHENG MK
估价：$300 - $500
Painted around the sides in bright cobaltblue with a dragon and phoenix in
mutual pursuit through cloud swirls.
Incised to the base with a four-character
Yong Zheng seal mark. H: 10cm x D:18cm
起拍：$200

116
晚清民國 粉彩雙耳八番進寶大瓶對 大清乾隆年制款

PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN FLOOR VASES QIANLONG MK
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
Pair of Early Chinese Famille Rose Porcelain Baluster Form Floor Vases, with gilt
trim and painted side handles, the neck features lotus flower and trailing vine on
a turquoise ground. The main body of the vase surrounding scenes of foreigners
tributing.The base with a six-character Daoguang mark. H: 79cm
起拍：$5,000

118
宋 龍泉乳釘鋪首三足爐 連盒

A 'LONGQUAN' TRIPOD CENSER, SONG
DYNASTY
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
The compressed round body supported
on three beast mask-formed legs, slightly
recessed base; three lion-mask-handles
casted on the body just above the three
legs; a band of raised bosses encircling
the rim and base. Diam: 18cm, H: 7.5cm
起拍：$600

119
18-19 世纪 粉彩花鳥八角花盆

FAMILLE ROSE OCTAGON FLOWER POT, 18-19 TH C
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of radiant section rising to a galleried rim decorated with
flower lappet and ket-fret band, finely painted around
the exterior various flowers and branches, the unglazed
base reveals the buff ware, 41x39x27cm
起拍：$1,400
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121
宋 龍泉鳳耳瓶

A 'LONGQUAN' PHOENIX
HANDLE CELADON VASE,
SONG
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
The cylindrical body tapering
slightly towards the foot from
the canted shoulder and the tall
neck flanked by a pair of pheonix
handles tapering towards the
widely flared rim with upturned
rim, covered overall with an even
glaze of green tone which falls to
just above the edge of the foot,
and which also covers the inside
of the foot and the flat base. H:
24.8cm
起拍：$1,000

122
清中期 荷花壺

120
明以前 綠釉陶罐

A FAMILLE ROSE
LOTUS TEAPOT,
MID QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A Lotus moulded
tea pot, of globule
body flanked by a
handle and a goose
head spout, H:
9.5cm

A GREEN GLAZED VASE
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A tea dust green glazed pottery vase of globular body
connecting to a wide waisted neck, painted overall in tea
dust green and moulded with mythical beasts around
the body, the base is unglazed, H: 30 cm
起拍：$700

起拍：$300

123
宋 龍泉弦紋三足爐

A LONGQUAN CELADON TRIPOD CENSER, SONG
DYNASTY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The cylindrical ribbed body rising from three short feet
to a slightly inverted flat rim, covered overall in a green
crackled glaze. Diam. 13cm, H. 9.5cm
起拍：$500
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124
清粉彩開光碗 大清乾隆年制款 連盒

A FAMILLE ROSE FLORAL BOWL, QING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
A famille rose bowl painted with interlaced floral patterns which
representing four seasons,six character Qianlong mark in blue at the
base,D: 16.2cm, H: 7.5cm
起拍：$600

127
晚清 小物件一組

A GROUP OF CLOISONNE ARTICLES, LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
A group of cloisonne articles in varied sizes and
shapes, H: 10cm
起拍：$200

126
清 綠松石鼻煙壺

A TURQUOISE SNUFF
BOTTLE, QING
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
A turquoise snuff bottle
body carved with phoenix,
comes with a wood stand,
H:6.5cm
起拍：$700

125
19 世纪 德化窯千手觀音

A BLANC DECHINE GUANYIN STATUE, 19TH C
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
A Blanc De Chine thousands hands Guanyin
statue sitting on a lotus stand, overall painted in
white glaze, H: 52cm
起拍：$1,000

128
民國 玉雕擺件一組

A GROUP OF CARVED JADE PIECES, REPUBLIC
P
估价：$500 - $800
A group of carved jade pieces in celadon and
white tone, they are in the shape of double
peaches, cat, and crab, 7cm x 4cm
起拍：$300

129
清 韋陀銅像

A GILT BRONZE
WEITUO STATUE
QING
估价：$5,000 $8,000
A gilt bronze
Skanda warrior
statue in a
standing position,
H: 37.5cm
Provenance: From
Important Toronto
Old Shanghai
Family Collection,
introduced first
time to the market.
Provenance: From
Important Toronto
Old Shanghai
Family Collection,
introduced first
time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要
老上海移民家族珍藏
上百年首次釋出市場
起拍：$2,400

130
明以前 簋式青銅爐

AN ARCHAISTIC GUI CENSER, BEFORE MING
估价：$20,000 - $40,000
The bulbous censer is cast with a band of mythical animals, above
double rings encircling the foot. Each handle is modelled with the
head of a mythical beast. H: 16cm
Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai Family Collection,
introduced first time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要老上海移民家族珍藏上百年首次釋出市場
起拍：$10,000
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131
16-17 世紀 鎏金銅佛

A GILT BRONZE FIGURE 16-17TH C
估价：$15,000 - $25,000
One gilt bronze figure, seated in lalitasana on a double lotus base with beaded
rims, the hands in vitarkamudra, adorned in various jewelry and flanked by lotus
blossoms at the shoulders, the serene face surmounted by a foliate tiara, H:23.5cm
Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai Family Collection, introduced
first time to the market
Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai Family Collection, introduced
first time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要老上海移民家族珍藏上百年首次釋出市場
起拍：$7,000

132
綠地番蓮紋雙耳瓶 大清嘉慶年制

A LARGE GREEN GLAZE VASE
JIAQING MARK AND PERIOD
估价：$30,000 - $50,000
The ovoid body rising from a short
ring foot to a long and waisted neck
and an everted rim, the neck flanked
by a pair of C-shaped handles;
covered overall with light green galze
with overglaze motifs as of 'flowers',
'bat', 'dragon', and the character 'shou
(longevity)', a band of key-fret pattern
painted around the outside of the foot
rim, a six-character Jiaqing seal mark
in underglaze red. H:30.8 cm
Provenance: From Important Toronto
Old Shanghai Family Collection,
introduced first time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要老上海移民家族珍藏上
百年首次釋出市場
起拍：$10,000

133
清 玉水牛把件

A CELADON WHITE CARVED BUFFALO QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A celadon carved buffalo, the stone of celadon white
tone with russet inclusions, in a crouching position,
4.9cm x 2.7cm Provenance: From Important Toronto
Old Shanghai Family Collection, introduced first time
to the market.
Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai
Family Collection, introduced first time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要老上海移民家族珍藏上百年首次釋出市場
起拍：$300

134
明以前 青銅提梁壺

AN ARCHAIC BRONZE RITUAL WINE VESSEL, BEFORE MING
估价：$20,000 - $40,000
An archaic bronze ritual wine vessel and cover , in the shape of
compressed globular body, a chain connected with two mythical
animal heads at the end, the domed cover cast with a knob at the
top, H: 23cm Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai
Family Collection, introduced first time to the market
Provenance: From Important Toronto Old Shanghai Family Collection,
introduced first time to the market
來源： 多倫多重要老上海移民家族珍藏上百年首次釋出市場
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起拍：$10,000

135
19 世紀 骨
雕鑲嵌寶石
觀音像

136
料器一組

A GROUP OF PEKING GLASS
ITEMS
估价：$200 - $400
This groups contains five
pieces, four small trays and
one botte vase, H: 15cm

A BONE
CARVED
GERMSTONE
INSERT
GUANYIN
估价：$600 $1,000
A finely
bone carved
Guanyin
statue
inlaid with
turquoise and
coral beads,
17.5cmx7.3cm

起拍：$100

137
粉彩人物瓶，蓝柚棒槌瓶（有
修补）

A FAMILLE ROSE VASE
QIANLONG MARK AND BLUE
GLAZE VASE
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose vase, painted
with ladies and children playing
in a garden scene, six characters
Qianlong mark in blue at the
base. H: 24cm(Repaired)
A Blanc De Chine thousands
hands Guanyin statue sitting
on a lotus stand, overall
painted in white glaze, H:: 24cm
(Repaired)

起拍：$300

起拍：$300

138
玉雕件一组 连盒

TEN CHINESE CELADON JADE CARVINGS OF MEN, FRUIT,
ANIMAL
估价：$300 - $500
Ten Chinese celadon jade carvings of men, fruit, animals and
Plaques. Longest L:8.5cm
起拍：$100

139
清 青花八仙祝壽缽式爐

A BLUE AND WHITE 'BAXIAN'/'EIGHT IMMORTALS'
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Wide flared rim, waisted neck, round body, and short foot
ring; the eight figures of the 'Baxian'/'eight immortals' and
eight character of 'Shou' (longevity) were depicted inside
and between four raised panels on the body. Diam. 23cm,
H:18.3cm
起拍：$500

140
明 哥窯小長頸瓶

A SMALL 'GE-TYPE?VASE,
MING DYNASTY
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Covered overall with 'Ge-type'
crackled glaze. H:14.5cm
起拍：$500
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141
清乾隆 仿鈞釉雙瓶耳燈籠瓶 大清乾隆年制

A ROBINS EGG BLUE VASE QIANLONG MARK AND PERIOD
估价：$100,000 - $150,000
Rising from a short straight foot, with the body widening
gradually toward a short-waisted neck. Two bottle shape
handles decorated to the shoulder. Based on the deep blue
glaze, and overall splashed pale turquoise glaze. H: 23.5cm
Provenance:The Studio of The Clear Garden; Sotheby's Hong
Kong 2nd May, 2000 Lot 568; Sotheby's Hong Kong Fine
Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art, April, 2006 Lot 1628.
Please refer to Jiade Four Seasons 53, March 2019 for a similar
item. Hall Family Collection inventory No.271. The Studio of
the Clear Garden.
來源： 澄園山房舊藏
2000 年 5 月蘇富比香港拍賣，Lot 568； 2006 年 4 月蘇富比香港
拍賣 Lot 1628.
參閱 2019 年 3 月嘉德四季第 53 期有相似拍品
起拍：$50,000

142
民國 粉彩人物風景詩文花盆 汤义顺作

A FAMILLE ROSE LANDSCAPE JARDINIERE BY TANG YI
SHUN, REPUBLIC P
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A famille rose jardiniere painted with lanscape, and poem.
H: 18cm x D: 24.2cm
起拍：$500

143
明 銅鎏金文昌君像

A GILT BRONZE GOD OF LITERATURE STATUE, MING
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
A gilt bronze god of literature statue, 23cmx15cmx34.5cm
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起拍：$3,000

144
吉州窯玳瑁執壺

A BROWN GLAZE DOUBLE
EARS EWER
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Of ovoid form, the body
decorated with dark brown
glaze with splash of yellowish
orange glaze, the shoulder
flanked with two loop handles
and the a curved large handle,
and a short straight mouth,
the unglazed basereveals the
buffware. H:25cm
起拍：$1,400

145
粉彩雙耳賞瓶 嘉慶款

A FAMILLE ROSE FIGURES VASE JIAQING MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Rising from short foot, flanked with to ruyi shaped handles, decorated with lotus
and floral pattern, base with six characters. H: 29cm
起拍：$500

146
銅爐帶蓋 崇禎壬午冬月青來監造款

A RECTANGULAR BRONZE CENSER WITH COVER CHONGZHEN M
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The rectangular body supported on four short feet, rising to loop handles,
the base carved with a ten character Chongzhen mark, with a reticulated
wood cover with a jade finial, 18.4cmx 14.7cm x 9cm
起拍：$500

147
清 五彩將軍罐
A CHINESE
WUCAI
TRANSITIONAL
VASE, QING
估价：$1,000 $1,500
A Wucai Jar
painted with
scholars
gathering in a
garden scene,
H:29.5cm
起拍：$500

148
康熙 青花人物棒
槌瓶

LARGE BLUE &
WHITE ROULEAU
PORCELAIN VASE,
KANGXI
估价：$6,000 $10,000
A large blue and
white rouleau vase,
painted with ancient
figures, H:45.5cm
起拍：$3,000
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149
超聖軒 清代紫砂水滴 連盒

A CHINESE YIXING TEAPOT,
CHAO SHENG XUAN
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
In the form of a stone weight
resting on three button feet, with
a long stalk loop handle. The
base impressed with a square
mark reading Chao Sheng Xuan.
H:6.5cm
起拍：$700

150
清光緒 粉彩龍紋馬蹄碗對 大清光緒年制

A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE BOWLS GUANGXU MK & PERIOD W/STDS
估价：$10,000 - $15,000
A pair of famille rose bowls in a horseshoe shape. The Exterior painted with four dragons with
flower patterns, and the interior painted with orchids, six character GuangXu mark at the base, H:
9.3cm x D: 21cm Christie sticker
Christie sticker
佳士得標籤
起拍：$5,000

152
清 紫砂掛彩大茶壺

A LAGE ZISHA POLYCHROME TEAPOT,
QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
A large Zisha teapot, painted with landscape,
bamboo and flowers, H: 16cm
起拍：$300

151
清 石叟款 銅觀
音立像 連盒

A BRONZE
GUANYIN STATUE
SHISOU MARK
WITH BOX QING
估价：$2,000 $4,000
A bronze guanyin
statue shisou mark
with box. H: 32.5cm
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起拍：$1,000

153
19 世紀 藍底粉彩大盆

A LARGE FAMILLE ROSE BLUE GROUND BASIN, 19TH C
估价：$500 - $800
A famille rose blue ground basin, the interior painted with pheasant
standing on a rock surrounding with branches and peony flowers, and
the exterior painted in blue, D: 28.7cm, H: 10cm
起拍：$300

154
清 帶扣一組

A GROUP OF BELT HOOKS, QING
估价：$500 - $800
This group consists of a bronze, a carved lacquer and a
cloisonne belt hooks, 4.5cm x 8cm
起拍：$200

155
清 鬥彩鳳穿牡丹
水盆

WUCAI 'PHOENIX
WEARING PEONY'
LARGE JAR, QING
估价：$2,000 $4,000
The jar decorated
with the classical
'phoenix wearing
peony' pattern,
round body,
waised neck, and
wide flare Diam.
36.5cm, H. 30.5cm.
起拍：$1,000

156
紫檀古琴式筆擱

ZITAN GUQIN
STYLE BRUSHREST
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
A Zitan Guqin shape
brushrest, incised
with Chinese
characters on the
body, L:33.8cm
起拍：$1,400

157
清以前 甜白瓷檯
燈帶玉石頂飾

A WHITE GLAZED
LAMP W/ JADE
FINIAL BEFORE
QING
估价：$500 - $800
Chinese white
glazed lamp on
carved wood
base. Floral pattern
around the middle
part of the body.
Includes carved
spherical jade
finial. H:54cm,
W:21cm
起拍：$300

158
淺絳彩人物故事雙耳樽 大清乾隆年制
款 19TH C

A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE DOUBLE EAR
VASE,19TH C
估价：$600 - $1,000
One famille rose vase, of slightly
spreading neck connecting to an ovoid
body, supported by a short straight foot.
Decorated with two elephant-shaped ears.
Painted with an ancient figure resting on
a rock and poem. Bearing a six-character
Qianlong seal mark at the base. H: 18.3cm
起拍：$300

159
清 德化雙獅耳香爐 有座

A BLANC DE CHINE CENSER WITH
STAND, QING
估价：$600 - $1,000
Rising from a spreading foot, with a
compressed round body connected to a
waisted spreading neck, body supported
by three-foot. Side embellished with two
lions figured ears. H: 6cm, D: 13cm
起拍：$300
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161
蠣龍雙耳大香爐

A BORNZE DRAGON
TRIPOD CENSER AND
COVER
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
The compressed globular
body supported on three
figure-formed legs, set to
the shoulder with a pair of
dragon handles, decorated
with flying dragons around
the body. The domed cover
with reticulated ground
finished with a dragon-headshaped handle. Height with
cover: 30.5cm

160
民國 青玉瑞獸擺件 有座

A CELANDON JADE CARVED
BEAST W/ STAND REPUBLIC P
估价：$300 - $500
A beast carved from a celadon jade
stone with russet lumps, in a prone
position. With the beast's head
looking to the right. W: 10cm,
H: 5cm
起拍：$200

起拍：$1,400

163
19 世紀 灑藍釉小瓶连座 大清雍正年制款

A BLUE GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE W/STAND,
YONGZHENG MARK, 19TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
A small blue glazed bottle vase, bearing an
apocryphal Yongzheng six-character mark in
underglaze blue.H:12cm without stand

162
白玉雕臥馬擺件

起拍：$300

A CHINESE WHITE JADE CARVED HORSE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
A horse carved from white jade stone in a prone
position, with its head looking back towards the
monkey that is lying on its back. H: 3.6cm x W: 8cm
起拍：$1,000

164
清 青花仿古雙耳瓶

A BLUE AND WHITE
DOUBLE HANDLED
VASE, QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Of baluster form,
rising from a gently
spreading foot to a
broad shoulder, waisted
neck and a slightly
lipped rim,bearing an
apocryphal Kangxi
six-character mark in
underglaze blue.
H: 32 cm
起拍：$500
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165
鑲銀邊青花龍紋小碗與蓋碗

A BLUE & WHITE SILVER RIM DRAGON BOWL &
COVER BOX
估价：$300 - $500
The bowl rised from a short foot to a mellow rim. The
cover box is overall in an egg shape but slightly narrows
in the bottom part. Flared cylindrical handle on the
cover. Both wares decorated with dragon and cloud
patterns on the exterior. All rims are edged with a silver
rim.
起拍：$200

166
清 描金大漆盒

A LARGE LACQUER-GLIT BOX, QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A large lacquer-gilt box, Qing. 45x45x13.5cm
起拍：$500

167
刀馬人物雕金木掛屏

A CHINESE GILT CARVED HANGING
SCREEN
估价：$600 - $1,000
A gilt openwork wood hanging screen
intricately carved with warriors,
attaches on a solid wood panel, gilt
panel only: 68cm x 15cm
起拍：$300

168
民國 玉石文房兩件

A SET OF TWO JADE SCHOLAR ARTICLES, REPUBLIC P
估价：$300 - $500
This group consists of a celadon carved teapot with a stand, and a
black brush washer decorated with cranes, L:13.5cm
起拍：$200

170
洪憲年制款 粉
彩花卉酒杯

A FAMILLE ROSE
WINE CUP
估价：$600 - $1,000
Supported on a
rimed foot, the
steep and gently
flaring sides rising
to an everted
rim, the exterior
finely enameled
with orchids,
chrysanthemums
and begonias.H:
12.4 cm
起拍：$300

169
徐漢棠 紫砂小壺 連盒

A CHINESE YIXING TEAPOT, XU HAN TANG MARK
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Of dome shape. The exterior carved in low relief with
mythological pattern. the base inscribed with eight
characters. H:3.7cm
起拍：$1,000

171
19 世紀 蘋果綠
釉小盘 大清雍
正年制款

A GREEN GLAZED
PORCELAIN
PLATE W/
STAND,19TH C.
估价：$600 - $1,000
A lime-green
glazed plate with
an apocryphal
Yongzheng sixcharacter mark in
underglaze blue.
D:15.1cm
起拍：$300
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172
鬥彩蓮紋水盂 大
清康熙年制款 連
盒

A DOUCAI
WATERPOT KANGXI
MARK
估价：$10,000 $15,000
A small Doucai
waterpot, painted
with interlaced lotus
flowers, six character
Kangxi mark at the
base, H: 7.5cm
起拍：$5,000

173
寶石項鍊兩串

TWO
HARDSTONE
NECKLACES
估价：$600 - $1,000
Two hardstone
necklaces. L: 68cm
起拍：$300

175
琴式壺 紫砂

A CHINESE YIXING
TEAPOT
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Of rectangular
section, with deep
curved sides rising
to a short neck. One
face incised with
eight characters,
the reverse with
bamboo. The domed
cover surmounted
by a loop,The base
impressed with a
square mark reading
two characters.
H:15.5cm
起拍：$1,000

174
清中期 青瓷筆架山 十硯齋制款 連盒

A CELADON BRUSHREST SHI YAN ZHAI ZHI MARK
MID QING
估价：$1,200 - $2,000
A celadon glaze brushrest in the form of a mountain,
overall painted with light blue mix with a net work of
crackles, four characters at the base, 19.5cmx7.5cm
起拍：$600

176
哥窯葵口洗 連盒木座

A GE TYPE LOBED WASHER WITH STAND
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
A ge type lobed washer with stand. D: 14.7cm,
H: 5cm
起拍：$1,000

177
藍地堆白暗八仙大碗 乾隆年制款

A BLUE AND WHITE ANTIQUE MOTIF BOWL,QIANGLONG MARK
估价：$800 - $1,500
A Chinese blue and white bowl, rising from a short foot to a slightly flaring
rim. With eight treasures painted exterior and, koi painted in the heart of the
interior, four character QianLong mark at the base, H: 10cm x D: 28.2 cm
起拍：$400

178
民國晚清 琥珀雕荷塘飾件及蛋形香筒

A CARVED AMBER ORNAMENT AND A EGG SHAPED INCENSE TUBE
估价：$500 - $800
The first a amber potrayed turtle, frog, koi and lotus flower on a leaf. The second an eggshaped incense tube. Egg H:6.5cm Amber D:8cm
起拍：$300
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179
18 世纪 黄花梨木提盒

A CHINESE HUANGHUALI AND JICHIMU BOX, 18TH C.
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Of rectangular form comprising a cover and stacked trays with Huanghuali walls and Jichimu base, the corners enforced with yellow
brass angles, the handle rising from a stepped base with lateral supports on each side.H: 20.6 x 34.9 x 19.1 cm
起拍：$2,400

179a
17-18 世紀 金木
和合二仙

TWO WOOD
CARVED GILT
IMMORTALS OF
HARMONY,1718TH C.
估价：$3,000 - $5，
000
A pair of immotals
of harmony and
union. Both standing
on mystical beasts.
One holding a lotus
the other holds lotus
roots. H:55.5cm
起拍：$1,400

180
高古青銅弩 （帶博物館編號 54108）

ANCIENT CHINESE BRONZE CROSSBOW
MECHANISM
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
A bronze crossbow trigger mechanism with museum
accession number. 21.6cm x 17.2cm
起拍：$500
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181
19 世紀 鑲白玉銀鏡

A SILVER HAND MIRROR W/ JADE-MOUNTED AND ENAMEL
估价：$600 - $1,000
The handle is formed by a celadon jade belt hook carved flanked
by a butterfly. The mirror back is decorated with eight treasures,
inlaid with hardstones and a celadon jade plaque carved. H:
28cm
起拍：$300

182
19 世纪 青瓷暗刻紋小
瓶

A SMALL CHINESE
CELADON INCISED VASE,
19TH C
估价：$300 - $500
Raised from a spread
foot rim, connected to a
globular belly, and raised to
a waisted neck with flared
rim. Finely incised to the
neck of leaflike patterns
and, body with bats and
cloud that symbolized luck
and auspicious. H: 16.7cm
起拍：$200

184
19 世紀 粉彩嬰戲大碗 ' 大明成化年制 ' 款

A LARGE 'CHILDREN PLAYING' BOWL WITH 'CHENGHUA'
MARK
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
The bowl decorated on the exterior with 'children playing'
scenes, has six-character seal mark - 'Da Ming Cheng Hua
Nian Zhi' (made in Ming's Chenghua Period 1465-1487) - in
undergalze blue. Diam: 21cm
起拍：$500

183
青花粉彩花卉紋長頸
六角瓶 大清光緒年制
款

A BLUE & WHITE
FAMILLE ROSE FLOWER
HEXAGON VASE
估价：$300 - $500
A Chinese blue and
white famille rose
hexagon vase. Rising
from a hexagonal base
to a corresponding
shape of the body,
waisted neck, and rim.
Painted with different
types of flowers on each
face of the body, six
character GuangXu mark
at the base, H: 20cm
起拍：$200

185
石雕仙鶴麒麟紋佩

A SCHOLAR'S OBJECT
估价：$600 - $1,000
A stone carved crane and mystical beast
plaque.
起拍：$300

186
核雕多寶串
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A GROUP OF SCHOLAR'S OBJECT
估价：$500 - $800
A group of scholar's object made with carved walnut.
起拍：$300

II: 字画专场， 12 月 29 日下午 6 时开拍
LOT200-LOT206: 黃英豪先生舊藏
200
丁衍庸（1902-1978）瓜瓞绵绵 設色紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG (1902-1978) BIRD AND GOURDS
估价：$3,000 - $4,000
Chinese Painting, of bird and grouds. Colour on paper. 135.5 x 35.5cm
Provenance: from the Estate of Wong Yick-Ho (1923-2011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011) 舊藏
起拍：$1,500

201
丁衍庸（1902-1978）虾 水墨紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG (1902-1978) FIVE SHRIMPS
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Chinese Painting, of five shrimps. Ink on paper .136
x 34cm
Provenance: from the Estate of Wong Yick-Ho
(1923-2011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011) 舊藏
起拍：$1,000

202
丁衍庸（19021978）花卉两张
水墨紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG
(1902-1978) TWO
VIEWS OF FLORALS
估价：$3,000 - $4,000
Chinese Painting, of
two views of florals.
Ink on paper. 70 x
45.5cm
Provenance: from
the Estate of Wong
Yick-Ho (1923-2011),
Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生
（1923-2011) 舊藏
起拍：$1,200
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203
丁衍庸（1902-1978）
苍鹭 水墨紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG (19021978) SIX HERONS
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Chinese Painting of six
herons. Ink on paper. 134 x
34.5 cm
Provenance: from the Estate
of Wong Yick-Ho (19232011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011)
舊藏
起拍：$1,000

204
丁衍庸（1902-1978）
翠鸟和青蛙 水墨紙本 镜
心

DING YANYONG (19021978) KINGFISHER AND
FROGS
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Chinese Painting of six
herons. Ink on paper. 134 x
34.5 cm
Provenance: from the Estate
of Wong Yick-Ho (19232011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011)
舊藏
起拍：$1,000
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205
丁衍庸（1902-1978）
花卉 設色紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG (19021978) MULTI-COLOURED
FLORALS
估价：$3,000 - $4,000
Chinese Painting, of multicoloured florals. Colour on
paper. 137 x 34.5cm
Provenance: from the Estate
of Wong Yick-Ho (19232011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011)
舊藏
起拍：$1,500

206
丁衍庸（1902-1978）
鸭 水墨紙本 镜心

DING YANYONG (19021978) SMILING DUCK
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Chinese Painting, of a duck.
Ink on paper. Size: 136 x 35
cm
Provenance: from the Estate
of Wong Yick-Ho (19232011), Hong Kong
来源：黃英豪先生（1923-2011)
舊藏
起拍：$1,000

LOT207-LOT211: 端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大學校長）家族舊藏

207
文彭 (1498-1573) 書法
水墨纸本 镜框

WEN PENG (1498-1573)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
A calligraphy by Wen
Peng, ink on paper. Frame:
31.3*51.5 cm Paint: 27 *13.6
cm
Provenance: Joseph K.
Twanmoh Family(1903-1987),
Former President ofSoochow
University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大
學校長）
起拍：$1,000

208
湯由礎（1912-1967） 山水 設色
紙本四幅
TANG YOU CHU(1912-1967)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$400 - $700
A group of four, colors on paper of
landscape by Tang You Chu. Paint:
32*20.3 cm*4 pieces
Provenance: Joseph K. Twanmoh
Family(1903-1987), Former President
ofSoochow University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大學校長）
起拍：$200

209
彭醇士 (1896-1976) 山水 水墨紙本

PENG CHUN SHI (1896-1976) LANDSCAPE
估价：$4,000 - $7,000
Ink on paper of the landscape by Peng Chun
Shi(1896-1976),three red seals. . 66.5*33.2 cm
Provenance: Joseph K. Twanmoh
Family(1903-1987), Former President
ofSoochow University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大學校長）
起拍：$2,000

211
溥儒 (1896-1963) 山水
水墨絹本 镜框

210
唐風格寫經 連盒

PRAJNA PARAMITA HEART SUTRA CALLIGRAPHY
WITH BOX
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Prajna Paramita Heart Sutra Calligraphy with Box.
25.2*63.5cm
Provenance: Joseph K. Twanmoh Family(1903-1987),
Former President ofSoochow University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大學校長）

PU RU (1896-1963)
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Landscape, Ink on silk
by Pu Ru. Size: With
frame:36.5x59.5cm Without
frame: 17.5x26cm
Provenance: Joseph
K. Twanmoh
Family(1903-1987), Former
President ofSoochow
University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳
大學校長）
起拍：$1,000

起拍：$1,000
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214
沙耆 (1914-2005) 水粉畫連框

SHA QI (1914-2005)
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
A gouache by Sha Qi, watercolor on paper, framed. With
frame:49x41.5cm Without frame: 26.3x19cm
起拍：$1,000

212
18 世紀 高以誠 書法 水
墨紙本 立軸
18TH C GAO YI CHENG
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$500 - $800
A calligraphy by Gao
Yi Cheng. Ink on paper,
hanging scroll. 119x32cm
起拍：$300

213
清 曹有光 （康熙三年進
士） 山水 設色紙本 立
軸
18TH C GAO YI CHENG
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
A painting of landscape by
Cao You Guang. Colour
on paper,hanging scroll.
46x175cm
起拍：$2,000

215
湯義方 (19011982) 山水 設色
紙本 镜框

TANG YI FANG
(1901-1982)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$600 - $1,000
A painting of
landscape by Tang
Yi Fang(19011982). Colour on
paper, framed. With
frame:46x55.5cm
Without frame:
33.5x42cm
起拍：$300
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216
清 包桂生 篆
水墨紙本 立軸

QING BAO
GUI SHENG
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$300 - $500
A calligraphy by
Bao Gui Sheng.
Ink on paper.
hanging scroll.
136.5x31cm
起拍：$200

217
大千居士畫冊 12 開

218
山水 設色絹本 畫集 12 開

起拍：$500

起拍：$2,000

ZHANG DA QIAN ALBUM
估价：$800 - $1,200
An album of paintings by Zhang Da Qian. Ink and color
on paper, 12 paintings included. 45x41cm x12 pages

LANDSCAPE ALBUM
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
An album of landscape paintings, ink and color on silk, 12
pages. 29.9x24cm x12 pages

219
胡汀（1957 - ）戲劇人物畫冊

220
呂媞 蘭譜 20 開

起拍：$2,000

起拍：$300

HU TING(1957- )OPERA CHARACTERS ALBUM
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
An album of 12 opera characters paintings. Signed by Hu
Ting, ink and color on paper. 22x13.6cm

LUI TAI ORCHID ALBUM
估价：$600 - $1,000
An album of 20 orchid paintings. color and ink on paper, Signed
by Lui Tai. 23.5x33.5cm
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223
黃君壁 (1898-1991) 斗
方白菜 水墨紙本 鏡心
HUANG JUN BI (18981991) VEGETABLE
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Cabbage, dated and signed
by Huang Jun Bi. With 2
seal marks. Ink on paper.
27cm x 29cm
起拍：$800

221
清 董哲薌 書法條幅
水墨紙本 立軸

222
吳靜山（1943- ） 山
水 设色纸本 立軸

DONG ZHE XIANG
CALLIGRAPHY QING
DYNASTY
估价：$1,000 - $1,800
Calligraphy, dated and
signed by Dong Zhe
Xiang. ink on paper, with
2 seal marks. hanging
scroll. 41cm x 132.5cm
起拍：$500

WU JING SHAN (1943 - )
LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Landscape, dated and
signed by Wu Jing
Shan, ink and color on
paper, With 2 seal marks,
hanging scroll. 30cm x
91cm
起拍：$1,000

224
高房山款 設色紙本 山水中堂軸

AFTER GAO FANG SHAN LANDSCAPE
估价：$10,000 - $20,000
Landscape, ink and color on paper, hanging scroll.
80.5cmx112cm
起拍：$5,000
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226
趙伯駒 (1120-1182) 款 設色絹本 山水中堂軸
AFTER ZHAO BO JU (1120-1182) LANDSCAPE
估价：$10,000 - $20,000
Landscape, ink and color on paper, hanging scroll.
80.5cmx112cm
起拍：$5,000

225
元 王淵 (1271-1368) 款 設色絹本 竹鶴中堂軸

AFTER WANG YUAN(1271-1368) BAMBOO AND CRANE
估价：$10,000 - $20,000
Bamboo and crane, ink and color on silk, hanging scroll.
97cmx181.5cm
起拍：$5,000

227
陸無涯 (1912-1984) 人物 设色纸本 鏡心
LU WU YA (1912-1984) LANDSCAPE
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Figure, ink and color on paper. 43cmx85cm
起拍：$500
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228
陸無涯 (1912-1984) 山水 水墨
纸本 立軸

LU WU YA (1912-1984) LANDSCAPE
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Landscape, ink on paper, hanging
scroll. 39cmx59.5cm
起拍：$500

229
胡汀 (1925 - ) 戲曲人物 设色纸
本 立軸

HU TING (1925 -) OPERA
CHARACTER
估价：$800 - $1,200
Opera character, ink and color on
paper, hanging scroll. 67.5cmx33.5cm
起拍：$400

230
胡汀 (1925 - ) 戲曲人物 设色纸
本 立軸
HU TING (1925 -) OPERA
CHARACTER
估价：$800 - $1,200
Opera character, ink and color
on paper, hanging scroll.
67.5cmx33.5cm
起拍：$400

231
林塘生 竹石小斗方 水墨絹本

232
陳文希 (1906-1991) 竹雀 設色紙本 鏡心

起拍：$1,500

起拍：$1,200

LIN TANG SHENG
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Bamboo and rock, ink on silk, 20.5 x 21.4cm
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CHEN WEN HSI (1906-1991) BAMBOO AND BIRD
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Landscape, ink on paper, hanging scroll. 39cmx59.5cm

233
趙少昂 (1905-1998) 鳥 設色紙本 鏡心

CHAO SHAO-AN (1905-1998) BIRD
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Bird is perching on a tree branch, ink and color
on paper, 37xmx30cm
起拍：$2,400

234
顏伯龍 (1898-1955) 猫 設色紙本 立軸
YAN BO LONG (1898-1955) CAT
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Bamboo and rock, ink on silk, 20.5 x 21.4cm
起拍：$3,000

235
劉甲第 書法 水墨紙本 對片

LIU JIA DI CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Calligraphy couplets, ink on paper, 43cm x
176.5cm
起拍：$500

236
齊白石 (18641957）款 牽牛
花 設色紙本 立
軸

AFTER QI BAI
SHI (1864-1957)
MORNING GLORY
估价：$500 - $800
Morning glory,
ink and color on
paper, hanging
scroll. 34x101cm
起拍：$300

237
齊白石 (1864-1957) 款 花果設色紙本四幅

CHAO SHAO-AN (1905-1998) BIRD
估价：$600 - $1,000
Flowers and fruits, ink and color on paper, 102x34.5cmx4
起拍：$300
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238
鄒一桂 (16861772) 花卉 设
色纸本 成扇
( 套子有碧璽珠
子裝飾）
ZOU YIGUI
(1686-1772),
FLOWER FAN
估价：$6,000 $10,000
Flower, ink and
color on paper,
folding fan
起拍：$3,000

239
吳華源 (1893-1973) 梅花 设色纸本 成扇
WU HUA YUAN (1893-1973) FOLDING FAN
估价：$500 - $800
Flower, ink and color on paper, folding fan
起拍：$300

240
王濟遠 (1893-1975) 蔬果 设色纸本 成扇
WANG JI YUAN (1893-1975) FOLDING FAN
估价：$300 - $500
Vegetables, ink and color on paper, folding fan.
起拍：$200

241
龔鈞 墨竹 水墨纸本 成扇

GONG JUN FOLDING FAN
估价：$300 - $500
Bamboo, ink on paper, folding fan.
起拍：$200
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242
陸恢 （1851-1920）荷花 设色纸本
扇面
LU HUI (1851-1920)LOTUS
估价：$400 - $700
Flowers,ink and color on paper, page.
L:50cm
起拍：$200

243
蕉雨（1920-1989） 鶴 設色紙本
立軸
JIAO YU (1920-1989) CRANE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Crane, ink and color on paper, hanging
scroll, 66x44cm
起拍：$300

244
徐北汀（1908-1993） 幽谷松瀑
水墨纸本 立軸
XU BEI TIN (1908-1993)WATERFALL
估价：$600 - $1,000
Waterfall and mountain, color and ink
on paper, hanging scroll, 68.5x45.7cm
起拍：$300

245
白庚延（1940-2007） 牧牛圖 設色紙
本 立軸
BAI GENG YAN (1940-2007)BUFFALOS
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Buffalo and a figure, ink and color on paper,
hanging scroll. 68x67cm
起拍：$500

246
愚公移山 故事組圖 設色紙本 共 12 張

YUGONG REMOVE MOUNTAIN STORY 12 PAGES
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Story album, ink and color on paper, 12 pages.
51x39cm
起拍：$2,400
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LOT248-LOT252: 为譚志成舊藏
248
彭晹 (18591937) 山水 設
色絹本 立軸

PENG YI
(1859-1937)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 $3,000
Landscape, ink
and color on
silk, hanging
scroll. H:81.5cm
W:42.9cm
Provenance: From
the previous
collection of Mr.
Tam Chi Sing
来源：譚志成先生
舊藏
起拍：$1,000

247
張辛稼 (1909-1991)
山水花卉 設色紙本 立軸
ZHANG XIN JIA (19091991) LANDSCAPE
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Landscape and flower,
ink and color on paper,
hanging scroll. H:94.2cm
W:33.3cm
起拍：$500

249
呂材 山水中堂 水墨紙本 立軸

LUI CAI LANDSCAPE
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Landscape, ink on paper, hanging scroll,
75.5cmx 173.5cm
Provenance: From the previous collection
of Mr. Tam Chi Sing
来源：譚志成先生舊藏
起拍：$2,400

250
何漆圓 (18991970) 石榴八哥
設色紙本 立軸

HE QI YUAN
(1899-1970)
POMEGRANATE
AND BIRD
估价：$600 - $1,000
Pomegranate and
Bird, color on
paper, hanging
scroll. 31cm x
86.5cm
Provenance: From
the previous
collection of Mr.
Tam Chi Sing
来源：譚志成先生舊
藏
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起拍：$300

251
周綠雲（1924-2011）
抽象畫 設色紙本 立軸
IRENE CHOU(1924-2011)
ABSTRACT PAINTING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Abstract painting, ink and
color on paper, hanging
scroll. 40.5cm x 58cm
Provenance: From the
previous collection of Mr.
Tam Chi Sing
来源：譚志成先生舊藏
起拍：$1,500

252
吳佑曾 山水 水
墨纸本 立軸

WU YOU ZENG
LANDSCAPE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Landscape, ink on
paper, hanging
scroll, 41cm x
108cmProvenance:
From the previous
collection of Mr.
Tam Chi Sing
来源：譚志成先生舊
藏

253
陶墨仙 山水 設色
紙本 大中堂

TAO MO XIAN
LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Landscape, ink and
color on paper,
hanging scroll.
93.5cmx181cm
起拍：$1,000

起拍：$300

255
關良（1900-1986）
東郭先生受教圖 設色
紙本 镜框 1973 年作

254
吳榮光 (1773-1843) 對聯 水墨紙本 鏡框

WU RONG GUANG(1773-1843) CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Calligraphy couplets, ink on paper, 31cm x 135cm x2

GUAN LIANG (19001986) MR. DONG GUO
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Ink and color on
paper,signed and seal
by Guan Liang, framed.
47.5cm x 32cm
Provenance: Christie's
New York Fine Chinese
Painting March 19, 2014
Lot 1401
佳士得纽约 中国字画
2014 年 3 月 19 号 1401
拍品
起拍：$2,400

起拍：$3,000
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257
清中期 溫遂之 水墨
竹 水墨紙本 立軸

MID QING WEN SUI
ZHI BAMBOO
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Bamboos, ink on paper,
hanging scroll H:113cm
W:30.5cm
起拍：$1,500

256
黃君壁 (1898-1991) 石榴小品 水墨紙本 鏡心
HUANG JUN BI (1898-1991) POMEGRANATE
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
Pomegranate, ink on paper, 27.7cm x 22.7cm
起拍：$500

259
鄧芬（1894-1964）
人物 设色纸本 立軸
DENG FEN (18941964), FIGURES
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Figure, ink and color
on paper, haning
scroll. 29.5cmx66.5cm

起拍：$3,000

258
錢維城 (1720-1772) 款 花卉 設色紙本 立軸

QIAN WEI CHENG (1720-1772) FLOWERS
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Flowers, ink and color on paper, hanging scroll, H:53.5cm
W:32.2cm
起拍：$500
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260
方楚雄（1950-）蘭石 设色纸本
立軸
FANG CHU XIONG (1950-) ORCHID
AND ROCK
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Orchid and rock, ink and color on
paper, hanging scroll, 45cmx67cm
起拍：$1,,500

262
王重英 油畫 鏡框
261
古典貴婦人物像 設色紙

A CHINESE AMOROUS LADY
估价：$500 - $800
A Chinese Amorous Lady Painting, color on
paper, 83cm x 123cm with Frame
起拍：$300

WANG CHONG YING LANDSCAPE
OIL PAINTING
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
A landscpae painting, oil on canvas,
71cm x 90cm
起拍：$500

263
丁衍庸（1902-1978）人物 設色紙本
鏡心
DING YAN YONG (1902-1978) FIGURES
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Figures, ink and color on paper, framed.
68cm x 135cm
起拍：$3,000

264
邢孝移 李白詩 水墨
紙本 立軸

XING XIAOYI
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$500 - $800
Calligraphy, ink on
paper, hanging scroll, 30
x 133cm
起拍：$300
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266
李世倬（1687-1770）
山水 水墨紙本 扇面
LI SHI ZHUO (1687-1770)
FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Landscape, ink on paper
起拍：$300

267
朱孔陽 朱淮壽 水
墨紙本 扇面

ZHU KONG
YANG(1892-1986)
AND ZHU HUAI
SHOU FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Calligraphy, ink on
paper and gold
flecked paper.
起拍：$300

265
陸翰芹 書法條幅 水墨紙本 鏡心

LU HAN QIN CALLIGRAPHY, REPULIC PERIOD
估价：$300 - $500
Ink on paper, signed by the artist with seals.
36.5x95cm
起拍：$200

268
張遐齡 (1930 - ) 水墨紙本 扇面

ZHANG XIA LING (1930 - )FAN PAGE
估价：$500 - $800
Calligraphy, ink on paper
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起拍：$300

269
清 魏榮熙 嚴和謨 水墨紙本 扇面

WEI RONG XI AND YAN HE MO FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper
起拍：$300

270
趙雲壑 (1874-1955) 清涼世界 設色
紙本 立軸
ZHAO QI (1874-1955) STILL LIFE
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Still Life, ink and color on paper, hanging
scroll, 86.5x46cm
起拍：$1,500

271
龍啓瑞（1814-1858） 廣西
光緒狀元 紅篯對聯 水墨纸本
立軸

LONG QI RUI (1814-1858)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLE
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Calligraphy, ink on red paper,
hanging scroll, 28.5x129.5cm (x2)
起拍：$3,000

273
宋湘 (17571826) 書法五言
聯 水墨紙本 立軸
SONG XIANG
( 1757-1826)
CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS
估价：$6,000 $10,000
Calligraphy, ink
on paper, hanging
scroll. 101x26.5cm
(x2)

272
高鳳翰 (1683-1749) 山水人物 設
色絹本 立軸
GAO FENG HAN (1683-1749)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Landscape, ink and color on silk,
hanging scroll. 97.5x42.5cm
起拍：$1,000

274
朱潤六 山水 設色紙
本 立軸
ZHU RUN LIU
LANDSCAPE, QING
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Landscape, ink and
color on paper,
hanging scroll.
43x104cm
起拍：$500

起拍：$3,000
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275
王鶴 花果
設色紙本
立軸
WANG HE
FLOWER
AND
FRUIT,
REPUBLIC
PERIOD
估价：
$1,000 $2,000
Flowers,
ink and
color on
paper,
hanging
scroll.
44x95cm
起拍：$500

277
金默如（1938-2019） 花卉 設色紙本 立
軸
JIN MO RU (1938-2019)
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Flower, ink and color on paper, hanging scroll,
49.5x41.5cm
起拍：$1,500

276
劉照 ( 清江西臨川 ) 採芝獻
壽 水墨紙本 立軸
LIU ZHAO(1859-1932) LONG
LIFE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Long life, in on paper, hanging
scroll. 43.5x95cm
起拍：$300

278
童二樹 (17211782) 梅花 設
色紙本 立軸

TONG YU (17211782) PLUM
BLOSSOM
估价：$5,000 $8,000
Plum Blossom,
ink and color on
paper, hanging
scroll. 44.5 x 163
cmz
起拍：$2,400

279
趙之謙 (1829-1884) 拓片一組

ZHAO ZHI QIAN (1829-1884) RUBBINGS
估价：$300 - $500
Rubbings, three hanging scrolls.
起拍：$100
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280
周千秋 書法條
幅 水墨紙本 鏡
心

281
胡少遂 花鳥
設色紙本 立軸

ZHOU QIU QIAN
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$300 - $500
Calligraphy,
ink on paper,
127x36.5cm

HU SHAO SUI
FLOWER AND
BIRD
估价：$600 $1,000
Flowers and
birds, ink and
color on paper,
hanging scroll.
116.7x42cm
起拍：$300

起拍：$100

282
周懷民 (1906-1996) 山水設
色紙本 梅竹設色紙本

ZHOU HUAI MIN（1906-1996）
LANDSCAPE, PLUM BLOSSOM
AND BAMBOO
估价：$1,500 - $2,500
Two paintings, Landscape and
plum blossoms, ink and color on
paper. 65x111cm; 43.5x68cm
起拍：$700

283
孫慕唐 (18891967) 山水 設
色紙本 立軸
SUN MU
TANG
(1889-1967)
LANDSCAPE

估价：$600 $1,000
Landscape, color
and ink on paper,
hanging scroll.
26x83.5cm
起拍：$300

284
吳汝寧 人物 設色
紙本 鏡心
WU RU NING,
QING

估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Figure, ink and
color on paper,
59.5cmx128cm.
起拍：$500
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285
晚清 周喬年 仿古山水兩幅 設色金箋

ZHOU QIAO NIAN AUTUMN LATE QING
估价：$500 - $800
Two Landscapes, ink and color on paper and
gold flecked paper, 32x64.5cm
起拍：$300

286
張崟（1761-1829） 山水 設色紙本
立軸

ZHANG ZHENG(1761-1829) LANDSCAPE
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Landscape, ink and color on paper, hanging
scroll. 39.5cm x 111cm
起拍：$3,000
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287
汪定堃 山水 水墨紙本
立軸
WANG WAN KUN
LANDSCAPE
估价：$500 - $800
Landscape, ink on
paper, hanging scroll,
37.5x146.5cm
起拍：$250

288
張大千（1899-1983） 山水人物 設色紙本 立軸
ZHANG DA QIAN (1899-1983)LANDCAPE
估价：$20,000 - $40,000
Landscape and figure, color on paper, hanging scroll,
33x100cm
起拍：$10,000

289
晚清 風俗畫兩
幅 設色絹本

TWO GENRE
PAINTINGS
估价：$300 - $500
Two paintings,
color on silk 51
x 35cm; 34.5 x
54cm
起拍：$200

290
王懷慶（1944- ） 太
師椅 油畫 帆布

WANG HUAI QING (1944
- ) OIL PAINTING ON
CANVAS
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Chair, oil painting on
canvas, 75x105cm
起拍：$3,000

292
金城，陳師曾，溥儒等合
作畫 設色紙本 鏡心
291
袁克文 (1889-1931) 書法對聯 水墨
紙本
YUAN KE WEN (1889-1931)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper, 34x136.5cm
起拍：$1,500

TEN ARTISTS COOPERATION
PAINTING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Flowers and rock, ink and
color on paper, ten artists
cooperation painting, 37.5cmx
82cm
起拍：$1,500

293
沙馥（1831-1906） 花鳥大中堂 設色紙
本 立軸
SHA FU (1831-1906)FLOWERS AND BIRDS
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Flowers and birds, ink and color on paper,
hanging scroll. 79cm x178cm
起拍：$1,000
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294
陳定山 (1897-1987)
山水 设色纸本 立軸

CHEN DING SHAN
(1897-1987) LANDSCAPE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Landscape, ink and color
on paper, hanging scroll.
48cmx 89cm
起拍：$300

295
楊守敬 (1839-1915) 書法對聯 水
墨紙本 立軸
YANG SHOU JING (1839-1915)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Calligraphy couplets, ink on paper,
hanging scroll. 33cm x 39cm x 2
Sotheby's New York tag
蘇富比紐約標籤

296
張度 (1830-1904) 書
法對聯 水墨紙本 立軸

ZHANG DU (1830-1904)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Calligraphy couplets, ink
on paper, hanging scroll.
38.5cmx174cmx2
起拍：$2,400

起拍：$2,400

297
啟功 (1912-2005) 草書 水
墨纸本
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298
張正叔 花鳥 設色絹
本 立軸

QI GONG (1912-2005)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$10,000 - $20,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper,
46x67.5cm

ZHANG ZHENG SHU
FLOWER AND BIRD
估价：$300 - $500
Flower and Bird, ink
and color on silk,
hanging scroll. 38.5
x105cm

起拍：$5,000

起拍：$200

299
潘齡皋 (1867-1954)
書法 統一上款 水墨纸
本 立軸

PAN LIN GAO (1867-1954)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy, ink on
paper, hanging scroll.
30cmx130cm
起拍：$1,000

300
張海若 (1877-1943) 書法
統一上款 水墨纸本 立軸

301
刑端 (1883-1943) 書法
統一上款 水墨纸本 立軸

ZHANG HAI RUO (1877-1943)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper,
hanging scroll. 30cmx130cm

XING DUAN (1883-1943)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper,
hanging scroll. 30cmx130cm

起拍：$1,000

起拍：$1,000

302
章梫（1861-1949)
書法 統一上款 水墨纸
本 立軸

ZHANG QIN(1861-1949)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper,
hanging scroll. 30x130cm
起拍：$1,000
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304
麥華三 (19071986) 書法 水墨紙
本 鏡心
MAI HUA SAN
(1907-1986)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$600 - $1,000
Calligraphy, ink on
paper, 33cmx 109cm
起拍：$300

303
章鋆 (1820-1875) 紅箋對聯 水墨纸本

ZHANG YUN (1820-1875) CALLIGRPAHY COUPLETS
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Calligraphy couplets, ink on orange paper, 38.5cm x
161cm
起拍：$3,000

305
戴醇士 (1801-1860) 蘭
草 設色紙本 立軸

DAI XI (1801-1860) ORCHID
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Orchid and grass, ink and
color on paper, hanging scroll.
39.5cmx150cm
起拍：$3,000
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308
張清溎 書法花卉兩幅

ZHANG QING GUI CALLIGRPAHY AND FLOWERS
估价：$600 - $1,000
Calligraphy and flowers, ink and color on paper, 34cmx103cm;
68cm x 136.5cm
起拍：$300

306
李野屋 (1899-1938)
花卉 設色紙本 立軸

307
錢瘦鐵（1897-1967）
鳥石 水墨紙本 立軸

起拍：$1,000

起拍：$500

LI YE WU (1899-1938)
FLOWERS
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Flowers, ink and color
on paper, hanging scroll.
39cmx 91cm

QIAN SHOU TIE (18971967)BIRD AND ROCK
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Bird and Rock, ink on
paper, hanging scroll. 43.5
cm x 96cm

309
吳一峰 （1907-1998）
山水 設色紙本 鏡框
WU YI FENG (1907-1998)
LANDSCAPEK
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Landscape, ink and color
on paper, framed. 66 x
90cm
起拍：$2,400

310
仿吳道子畫意 楊星
璨
YANG XING CAN
估价：$600 - $1,000
Four Luhans, ink and
color on paper, 25.3 x
88cm
起拍：$300
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311
高其峰 （1949 ）水牛图 设色纸
本

312
姚有信（19351997）傣族女孩
设色纸本 立轴

GAO QI FENG
(1949 - )
BUFFALOS AND
BOYS
估价：$2,000 $4,000
Buffalos and boys,
ink and color on
paper, 21cmx 96cm

YAO YOU XING
(1935-1997) GIRL
估价：$3,000 $5,000
Girl, ink and color
on paper, hanging
scroll, 35.5cm x
68.5cm
起拍：$1,500

起拍：$1,000

313
周思聰 （19391996）女孩 設
色紙本 鏡心
ZHOU SI CONG
(1939-1996) GIRL
估价：$8,000 $15,000
Girl, ink and
color on paper,
45.5cmx68.5cm
起拍：$4,000

314
汪兆銘（18831944）書法條幅
水墨纸本

WANG ZHAO
MING (1883-1944)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$10,000 $20,000
Calligraphy,
ink on paper,
31cmx132cm
起拍：$5,000
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315
嶺南名家冊頁 15 開

LINGNAN FAMOUS ARTISTS
ALBUM 15 PAGES
估价：$30,000 - $50,000
Lianan famous artists album, color
and ink on paper, 29 x 37.5cm
起拍：$15,000

316
黃幻吾（1906-1985） 花鳥 設色絹
本 鏡框
HUANG HUAN WU (1906-1985)
FLOWERS AND BIRDS
估价：$300 - $500
Flowers and birds, ink and color on silk,
framed. 28 x 38.5cm
起拍：$100

317
高劍父（1879-1951）蘭花書法 冊頁兩片

GAO JIAN FU (1879-1951) ORCHID AND CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Orchid and calligraphy, ink on paper, color on paper, 28.5 x 39.5cm
起拍：$3,000
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318
胡石嚴等 扇面連框一對

HU SHI YAN AND OTHER
ARTISTS FAN PAGES WITH
FRAMES
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Two fan pages with frame.
One size: 54cm, the other
one size: 50cm.
起拍：$500

319
淩伯元等 仿古山水 一對

LING BO YUAN AND
OTHER ARTISTS
LANDSCAPE
估价：$300 - $500
Landscape, ink and color on
paper. 26.5 x 32.5cm (x2)
起拍：$100

320
扇面，園光連框
一對

TWO FAN PAGES
(FRAMED)
估价：$500 - $800
Two fan pages,
calligraphy, ink on
paper, framed. 52cm
起拍：$300

321
陳佩秋，喬木款 扇面連框 一對

CHEN PEI QIU FAN PAGES WITH FRAMES
估价：$600 - $1,000
Two fan pages painted by Chen Pei Qiu. One seal on each fan
page. One size: 52cm, the other one size: 53cm.
起拍：$300
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322
王震（1867-1938) 竹石 扇面 设色纸本 連框

WANG ZHEN (1867-1938) BAMBOO AND ROCK
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Fan page painted bamboo and rock by Wang Zhen, with two seal
marks. SIze: 51cm.
起拍：$1,000

324
張棟 山水及植物 设色紙本四幅

ZHANG DONG FOUR PAINTINGS
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Landscapes and palnts, set of 4, signed and seals by the artist
Zhang Dong, ink and color on paper,size:48 x 32 cm
Provenance: Joseph K. Twanmoh Family(1903-1987), Former
President ofSoochow University in Taiwan.
来源：端木鑄秋 （前臺灣東吳大學校長）
起拍：$3,000

323
丁衍庸（1902-1978）鸟 水墨紙本 镜框

DING YAN YONG (1902-1978) BIRD 估价：$3000
- $5000
Ink on paper with frame, painted by Ding Yan
Yong. One seal mark. Size: 32 x 61.5 cm
起拍：$1500

325
錢杜（1764-1845） 超長手卷

QIAN DU (1764-1845) HAND SCROLL
估价：$30,000 - $50,000
A very long hand scroll featuring landscape and
calligraphy, ink and color on paper. First: 29.5
x 64.5cm, Painting: 29.5 x 91.5cm, End: 29.5 x
87.5cm
起拍：$10,000
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327
錢貢（明）山水扇面
326
史國良 (1956 - ) 人物 設色紙本 鏡心

SHI GUO LIANG(1956 - ) FIGURES
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Figures, colour on paper by Shi Guo Liang. Signed and dated
by artist. One seal mark. Size: 36.5 cm x 29cm
起拍：$3000

QIAN GONG (1586-1612) LANDSCAPE FAN LEAF
PAINTING
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Fan leaf painting of landscape by Qian Gong. Size: 51.5cm.
起拍：$3000

329
王雪濤（1903-1982） 墨花卉
水墨纸本 镜心

WANG XUE TAO
(1903-1982),
FLOWERS
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Flowers, ink on
paper, 24 x 49cm.
起拍：$1000

328
梁于渭、陳扇面两張

TWO FAN LEAF PAINTINGS BY LIANG YUJUAN,
CHEN
估价：$500 - $800
Two fan pages painted by Liang Yujyan, Chen.
起拍：$300

330
胡奇中（1927-2012） 油畫

HU QI ZHONG(1927-2012) OIL PAINTING
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Winter，oil painting. 132cm x 127cm
起拍：$1500
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333
陳流丹 船 油畫

CHEN LIU DAN BOAT
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Boat, Oil on canvas, 48cm x 36.5cm
起拍：$500

331
竹邨 嘉道年間 樊嘉
（跋）3 張

332
張大千 (1899-1983) 山水人物
設色紙本 立軸

ZHU TUN
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy and
landscapes, ink on paper,
framed. 33cm x 26cm

ZHANG DA QIAN(1899-1983)
LANDSCAPE AND FIGURE
估价：$20,000 - $40,000
Landscape and figure, color on
paper, hanging scroll. Painted in
1938. W:42cm x H:116cm

起拍：$1,000

起拍：$10,000

334
何涵宇 (1910-2003) 昆蟲植物 設色紙本 四幅

HE HAN YU (1910-2003) INSECTS AND PLANTS
估价：$500 - $800
Insects and plants, four pieces, ink and color on paper,
45cm x 33.5cm x 4
起拍：$300

335
石虎（1942 - ） 抽象人物 設色紙本 鏡心

SHI HU(1942- ) FIGURES
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Figures, ink and color on paper. 50.5cm x 48.5cm
起拍：$500
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336
李坤 書法 水墨紙本 鏡心

LI KUN CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Calligraphy, ink on paper, 140.5cm x 32cm
起拍：$1,000

339
錢泳（1759-1844）書法 水墨
紙本 立軸

QIAN YONG (1759-1844)
CALLIGRAPHY 估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Calligraphy by Qian Yong 34cm x
98cm

337
于右任（1879-1964）書法 水墨纸
本

YU YOU REN (1879-1974) CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$2,000 - $3,000
Calligraphy by Yu You Ren. 34.5cm x 76cm
起拍：$1,000
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起拍：$500

338
王雲 (1652-1723) 古典人物 設色紙本 鏡心

WANG YUN (1652-1723) FIGURES
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Two figures sitting under the tree. 126.5cm x 34cm
起拍：$1,500

342
王青芳（1900-1956）春
風得意 設色紙本 立軸
WANG QING FANG(19001956) BUFFALO
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Depicting a buffalo under
willow tree. 33.5cmx66.5cm
起拍：$1,500

340
梁巗（1710-1788）
草書 水墨紙本 立軸

341
伊秉綬 （1754-1815）對聯 水
墨紙本 立軸

起拍：$500

起拍：$3,000

LIANG YAN (1710-1788)
CALLIGRAPHY
估价：$1,000 - $2,000
Calligraphy by Liang Yan
45cm x 155cm

YI BING SHOU (1754-1815)
CALLIGRAPHY COUPLETS
估价：$5,000 - $8,000
Calligraphy couplets by Yi Bing Shou
22cmx108.5cm (x2)

344
張之萬（1811-1897） 扇面 設色紙本
ZHANG ZHI WAN (1811-1897) FAN PAGE
估价：$600 - $1,000
Landscape by Zhang Zhi Wan
起拍：$300

343
汪聲遠（1886-1969）
山水 设色纸本 立軸
WANG SHENG
YUAN (1886-1969)
LANDSCAPE
估价：$2,000 - $4,000
Landscape by Wang
Sheng Yuan 30.5x137cm
起拍：$1,000

345
丁隴 (19051999) 汪聲遠
(1886-1969)
山水 書法 立軸

DING LONG
(1905-1999)
WANG SHENG
YUAN(18861969)
估价：$3,000 $5,000
On top with
calligraphy by
Ding Long,
underneath with
painting by Wang
Sheng Yuan.
Painting: 113 x
65cm; Calligraphy:
113 x 19.5 cm
起拍：$1,500
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348
韓美林（1936 - ）熊貓 設色紙本 鏡
心
HAN MEI LIN (B.1936) PANDA
估价：$3,000 - $5,000
Ink and color on paper, panda with
bamboo, signed with seal by Han Meilin.
35.5cm x 38.5cm
Provenance: Comes with a receipt from
Shang Hai Antiques Company LTd dated
on 2/16/1993.
1993 年 2 月 16 日购于上海文化博物商行，
附带发票
起拍：$1,500

346
林墉 (1942 - ) 花魚 設色紙本
鏡心
LIN YONG (B.1942 ) FLOWER
AND FISH
估价：$6,000 - $10,000
Depicting flowers blooming and
fish in the pond. 55.5x98.5cm
Gift from Guangdong Governer to
Hong Kong Ho Tung's daughter
起拍：$3,000

347
潘衍鋆 (1837-1882) 金地字 水墨紙本
PAN YAN YUN (1837-1882) CALLIGRPAHY
COUPLETS
估价：$3,000 - $6,000
Calligraphy on golden paper by Pan Yan Yun
25.5x90cm (x2)
起拍：$1,500

349
沈繇 行草對聯
水墨纸本 立轴

SHEN YAO
CALLIGRAPHY
COUPLETS
估价：$2,000 $3,000
Calligraphy
Couplets by Shen
Yao 33x131.5cm
起拍：$1,200

350
清 四屏羅漢佛
像掛軸
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FOUR LUOHAN
BUDDHA
HANGING
SCROLLS, QING
估价：$6,000 $10,000
Depicting
'Luohan' buddhas
with their
servants, painted
with mineral
colors. 51.5 x
443cm (x4)
起拍：$2,000

351
清 魯宗鎬“四友圖” 設色紙本人物立軸

352
清 魯宗鎬“摹曹大家女師圖” 設色紙本人物立軸

起拍：$500

起拍：$500

LU ZONG HAO 'FOUR SCHOLARS' HANGING SCROLL,
QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
’Four Scholars' and 'pine tree', ink and color on
paper，hanging scroll, 58.5x189.5cm

LU ZONG HAO 'FEMALE TEACHING' HANGING SCROLL,
QING
估价：$1,000 - $1,500
’Four Scholars' and 'pine tree', ink and color on paper，
hanging scroll, 58.5x183cm
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
STUNNING ARTS GALLERY AND AUCTION INC AS AGENT
The lots listed in this catalog will be offered by Stunning Arts Gallery
and Auction Inc as owner or as agent for consignor(s) subject to the
following terms and conditions. By bidding at auction you agree to
be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
BEFORE THE AUCTION
Prospective buyers are strongly advised to personally examine
any property in which they are interested before the auction takes
place. All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and neither
Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc nor its consignor(s) makes
any warranties or representations, express or implied with respect to
such lots. No statement, whether written or oral, and whether made
in catalog, or in supplements to the catalog, an advertisement, a
bill of sale, a saleroom posting or announcement, the remarks of an
auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be deemed to create any warranty,
representation or assumption of liability. It is the responsibility of
prospective purchasers to inspect or have inspected each lot upon
which they wish to bid, relying upon their own advisers, and to bid
accordingly.
BIDDING IN THE SALE
Refusal of Admission Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc has the
right, at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises
or participation in any auction and to reject any bid.
Registration before Bidding
A prospective buyer must complete and sign a registration form
and provide identification before bidding. We require bank or other
financial references.
Bidding as Principal
To bid in person, the bidder will need to register for and collect a
numbered paddle before the auction begins. Proof of identity will be
required. Should you be the successful buyer of a lot, please ensure
that your paddle can be seen by the auctioneer and that it is your
number that is called out. All lots sold will be invoiced to the name
and address in which the paddle has been registered and cannot
be transferred to other names and addresses. When making a bid,
a bidder is accepting personal liability to pay the purchase price,
including the buyer ’s premium, all applicable taxes and all other
applicable charges
Absentee Bids
If the bidder cannot attend the auction, we will be happy to execute
written bids on your behalf. Absentee bids in writing must be
submitted to Stunning Arts Gallery and Auction Inc at least 24 hours
prior to the sale by letter or fax. In the event of identical bids, the
earliest received will take precedence.
Reserves
Each lot may be subject to an unpublished reserve which may be
changed at any time by agreement between the auctioneer and the
consignor.
Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his or her absolute and sole
discretion to refuse any bid, to advance the bidding in such a
manner as he or she may decide, to withdraw any lot, and in the
case of error or dispute, and whether during or after the sale, to
determine the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel
the sale or to re-offer and resell the item in dispute. If any dispute
arises after the sale, our sale record is conclusive.
Successful Bid
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer will be
the purchaser. In the case of a tie bid, the winning bidder will
determined by the auctioneer at his or her sole discretion In
the event of a dispute between bidders, the auctioneer has final
discretion to determine the successful bidder or to re-offer the lot in
dispute.
AFTER THE SALE
Buyer’s Premium
In addition to the hammer price, the buyer agrees to pay Stunning
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Ar ts Galler y and Auction Inc a buyer ’s premium and the
applicable sales tax added to the final total. Each lot sold is
subject to a premium of 20% of the successful bid price of each
lot up to and including $50,000 and 18% on any amount in
excess of $50,000 as part of the purchase price. Online bidding
is subject to a 23% buyers premium.
Deposit
The contact information provided by the purchase must be
accurate and true. The auctioneer reserves the right to request
a deposit to be provided before bidding and will be used
against any and all purchases made at the auction.
Taxes
Unless exempted by law, the buyer is required to pay HST
on the total purchase price including buyer ’s premium. For
international buyers, taxes are not applicable when purchases
are shipped out of countr y. Items shipped out of Ontario,
the buyer is required to pay taxes as per the tax status of that
province, whether is HST or GST.
Payment
Immediately after the purchase of a lot, the buyer shall pay
or undertake to the satisfaction of the auctioneer with respect
to payment of the whole or any part of the purchase price
requested by the auctioneer, failing which the auctioneer in his
sole discretion may cancel the sale, with or without re-offering
the item for sale.
The buyer shall pay for all lots within 7 business days from the
date of the sale, after which a late charge of 2% per month on
the total invoice may be incurred or the auctioneer, in his sole
discretion, may cancel the sale. The buyer shall not become the
owner of the lot until paid for in full. Items must be removed
within 10 days from the date of sale, after which storage charges
may be incurred.
Each lot purchased, unless the sale is cancelled as above,
shall be held by the auctioneer at his premises or at a public
warehouse at the sole risk of the buyer until fully paid for and
take away.
Payment for purchases must be by cash, INTERAC direct debit
(Canadian clients in person only), certified cheque (U.S. and
Overseas not applicable), bank draft, electronic transfer (fee
applies), and VISA or MASTER or AMERICAN EXPRESS card.
Should the item not be paid for within the time limit stated, the
auctioneer, without limitation of the rights of the consignor and
the auctioneer against the buyer, may resell any of the articles
affected.
SHIPPING
Shipping is provided at the buyers' expense. Stunning Arts
Gallery will provide a list of shippers. The purchased items will
be released with the buyers' written consent and until payment
has been made in full. Shipping, packing and handling is at the
entire risk of the buyer. SAG will have no liability of any loss or
damage to such items.
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